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ABC

Ole Miss GLBA
Assoc. Raises

Cancels
Ellen
By Cynthia L. Webb
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
cancellation of ABCs Ellen will
leave prime—time television with—
out its first leading homosexual
character, but Gays will still be
seen elsewhere on TV.
One year ago this month, Ellen
Ellen made television history as
the first series with a homosexual
lead character. It drew both praise
and fire for its groundbreaking
portrayal of a woman coming to
Volume 8, Number 7
terms with her Lesbianism.
MAY 1998
What it didn‘t draw was ratings
on a consistent basis. After
months of speculation, ABC con—
firmed late Thursday that Ellen
Memphis Pride Picnic Draws 200
DeGeneres‘ last show would be a
one—hour finale May 13.
Participants at Plough Park
Both ABC and DeGeneres de—
clined to comment. The conserva—
tive Southern Baptist Convention
by Ira L. King
praised the decision, while Gay
Staff Writer
rights groups said the loss of a
major Gay character and perspec—
PLOUGH Park — If you went
tive on television is a serious
out in the woods Sat., Apr. 25 you
blow.
found the grass a lovely shade of
‘"There‘s a big silence out there
green, the sky an azure blue, the
now," said Kim Mills, spokes—
water clear and sparkling, and
woman for the Human Rights
mixed among all the weekend pic—
Campaign.
nickers a horde of about 200 Gay
But not a total silence.
and Lesbian men and women at—
Some two dozen Gay and Les—
tending the annual Pride picnic.
bian characters are part of TV in
After traveling the long and.
supporting rolés, according to a
winding road from Midtown Mem—
count by the Gay and Lesbian Al—
phis to the East Memphis resort of
liance Against Defamation.
Shelby Farms — what a refresh
Among them:; Ross‘ ex—wife on
ing sight it was to drive up to the
Friends, Paul‘s sister on Mad
picnic site and see the winding road
are among the highest in the coun—
the new Pride logo is wonderful,
About You and the Gay mayoral
try, it is wonderful that M.A.G.Y.
lined with cars. How encouraging
colorful and practical. Leaving the
aide on Spin City. _
takes advantage of events like the
to look out and notice the many
year off the T—shirt was an excel—
And Ellen‘s fate doesn‘t mean
community faces gathered to have
Pride picnic to engage in healthy
lent idea. The T—shirts are avail—
there won‘t be other Gay leading
a good time.
&
socializing.
able for $15 each and may be
characters in the future.
Question: How many queens
Another nice treat was the pres—
purchased from the Pride Com—
"The trail has already been
ence of Rev. Tim Meadows , Se—
does it take to stand on the pier
raittee. _
©
blazed," said Paul Schulman, a
above the muddy lake water before
nior Pastor at Holy Trinity
\_ After an uneasy start the Pride"
TV analyst whose company buys
the pier begins to sag. Answer: I
Community Church, and his guests *Committee has done an excellent
advertising time.
don‘t know. But. we sure had fun
Dr. Hazel Porter and her husband
job of staging events that show the
Michael Marsden of Northern
trying. We were all standing there
John (both of whom speak with
Gay and Lesbian community in its
Michigan University said a
very distinguished English ac—
with the wind whipping against our
best light. Its hard work, persis—
show‘s cancellation cannot be
bodies and engaging in friendly
cents). They are a heterosexual
tence and good leadership are evi—
taken as proof its subject matter
conversation. We soon realized
couple who have a great affection
dent in the success of this year‘s
was inappropriate. Quality, pro—
that queens can‘t stay on the lake
for our community. It‘s nice to
picnic and in the planning for this
motion and timing also could be
in the wind too long. It‘s not good
have that kind of moral support.
year‘s Pride parade and festival in
factors, said Marsden, dean of the
for our hair.
The Pride Committee did a fine
June. You don‘ t want to miss this
College of Arts and Sciences and
Memphis Area Gay Youth job of coordinating the event. There
year‘s festival. It‘s going to be the
co—editor of The Journal ofPopu—
(M.A.G.Y.) was well represented.
were games like volleyball and
best ever.
<
lar Film and Television.
These youth are the future of our
frisbee. There were shirtless men —
If you were unable to attend the
"I suspect the issue of Gay
community. It is good to see them pitching horseshoes (Who were
picnic, start.—planning now for next —
lifestyle is not something that will
engaged in positive leisure activi—
those boys?) There were Pride T—.
year. You won‘t be disappointed.
be prohibited from the airwaves,"
ties. Since Gay youth suicide rates
shirts for sale. Speaking of T—shirts,
>
2
he said. "Granted, it‘s not main—
stream America; but it is, indeed, —
a topic to be dealt with."
The sitcom, which has been
issues in calling last sﬁrhmer for a
DeGeneres and the network fought
Joan M. Garry, executive direc—
§ airing Wednesday nights after the
boycott of ABC parent Walt
over the show‘s content, including tor of the Gay & Lesbian Alliance
higher—rated The Drew Carey
story lines that concentrated on Against Defamation, said more _ Disney Co., said the shows demise
Show, made its debut in 1994 with
showed Americans weren‘t ready
sexual orientation.
than ratings should have counted.
DeGeneres playing a single het—
for "this type of program."
More than 36 million people
"We really wish that they had
erosexual with a Friends—like
"Americans are tolerant, to a
watched the April 30, 1997, epi— seriously considered the impact of
close group of pals.
point," convention spokesman
sode when Ellen came out. This Ellen‘s work and looked at it from
After the comedian and her
Dwayne Hastings said. "This pro—
year, the series averaged fewer than
a broader perspective," Garry said.
character, Ellen Morgan, both
gram was ‘In—your—face, like it or
11 million viewers — a 22 percent
The Southern Baptists Conven—
0
came out as Lesbians last season,
not, here I am.
s
drop over the previous year.
tion, which cited Ellen and other

$2000 for
AIDS Charities
OXFORD, MS—The GLBA of the
University of Mississippihas an—
nounced that the first annual "Com—
ing Out to Fight AIDS" benefit mixer
weekend was a huge success.
The event, which was held on the
Oxford campus of the University of
Mississippi April 3, 4 and 5, raised
more than $2000 to be donated to two
Mississippi AIDS charities. More
than 100 people attended the week—
end long event.
The highlights of the event in—
cluded a formal dance held in the
Union Ballroom on Saturday night
featuring a GLBA awards ceremony
and drag show, followed by a picnic
at Sardis Lake Sunday afternoon.
GLBA President Thomas Doll, Jr.
said, "while the main focus of the
event was to raise money for char—
ity, the event also served to unite the
local Gay community and to dispel
the negative stereotypes associated
with Gays, Lesbians and bisexuals."
MS Project Connect AIDS Ser—
vice Organization and Grace House,
a place for people living with HIV/
AIDS, will share in the proceeds this
year‘s event.
Plans for next years event are al—
ready underway.
f
For more information about this
or next year‘s event please contact
the GLBA of Ole Miss;—P.O. Box
3541, University, MS 38677, e—mail:
glba@olemiss.edu or visit the GLBA
_ website at http://www.olemiss.edu/
orgs/glba/.
___
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Has Andrew Sullivan Applied for a Job Lately?

They did the work, simply hoping to be able
to do the same thing the following week, and
the week after.
—
—
In the April 14 issue of The Advocate,
Andrew
Sullivan‘s
photo
shows
him
Andrew Sullivan ponders the need for anti—
wearing a tie. His thoughts on anti—discrimi—
.— discrimination laws. The title of this article
nation laws show him to be a "tie." If he ever
is the question that I am left withafter read—
was a "non—tie," he appears to have forgot—
ing his piece.
At a place I once worked some
years ago, ten what it feels like. He must not be living
a then—large engineering firm, there was in the same world that the rest of us are liv—
something of an informal caste system ing in.
among the employees.‘ No, not white vs. ,_ Sullivan boils the whole issue down to
Black (though there were plenty of racial three questions — and his collective answer
got them all wrong.
tensions). And no, not
First: Are Gay
straight vs. Gay (this .—
people
generally
was the petrochemical
victims in employ—
industry in Texas dur—
ing a time of frequent VIEWPOINTS ment?
Absolutely.
layoffs — no one dared
&
;
A
In fact, I find the
come out, either about
—
very
phraseology of
being Gay or, even
worse, being a Democrat). And no, not even this question to be offensive. Even if we were
educated vs. non—educated (yes, there were not generally plagued with job discrimina—
also tensions between the engineers and the tion, why—should those who are have to put
drafting personnel — but it wasn‘t the bi ggee) up with it? Some Blacks managed to exer—
cige the franchise prior to the 1960s. Should
What was the biggee?
The "ties" vs. the "non—ties." Those who the rest of them have snmp1y waited obedi—
wore ties were viewed as not living in the ently for the likes of George Wallace and
real world. They didn‘t live with the con— Ross Barnett to have a change of heart?
stant fear that the angel of layoff would sud— Sullivan‘s attitude is plagued with the "any—
denly tap them on the shoulder. Oh, sure, thing that SO-percent-plusone of the voters
they didn‘t have guaranteed employment — says, goes" mentality that oozed from Jus—
‘but, the "ties" were the players. If something tice Antonin Scalia‘s Romer v. Evans dis—
big was going to happen, they actually knew sent, in which he saw nothing wrong with
it — they were privy to which memos were what 53.4—percent of Colorado‘s 1992 elec—
tion—day turnout was willing to do to that
bullshit and which ones weren‘t.
Those who didn‘t wear ties were the serfs. state‘s non—heterosexual population.
by Katrina C. Rose
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Second: Have we historically been sys—
tematically barred from jobs in the same way
that, say, women, Blacks and the disabled
have?
Actually, no — it has been worse.
Prior to civil rights legislation, racial dis—
crimination was up front. Blacks need not
apply. Women. and the differently—abled
faced that same roadblock. Discrimination
still exists, but it is usually less blatant —

problem, and they have a right to make it
their problem. As constitutional law stands
now, they currently have a right to make it
my problem as well. Suspect classification
takes away the presumption that they get
when they are forced to justify, in court, laws
which are based on their problem.
In other words, it takes away their spe—
‘cial right — the right to discriminate at will.
So do local measures.

Opinions expressed in editorials,
commentaries and letters
are those of the authors.

Neither I nor anyone else has any obliga—
usually taking the form of some version of
tion to obediently wait for the next genera— _
the glass ceiling.
We, on the other hand, not only effec— tion to receive the benefits of full protection
tively have to face the "need not apply" signs of the Constitution and laws of the United
as well as covert discrimination and the glass States — benefits which we are unquestion—
ceiling, but also have to live with the possi— ably being denied currently. If your commu—
bility of having the rug pulled out from un— nity is civilized enough to pass protection
der us. While incessantly being told by the legislation, then great. Passage of enough of
conservative media that we are so well—off them may indeed be a factor when next the —
financially, those of us in minimum wage Supreme Court deals with an Amendment
jobs as well as million—dollar ones have to 2.
And, who knows, maybe the Christian
live day to day with the fear that the boss
will suddenly decide to run the business ac— Coalition will run out of money. (Ican wish,
cording to principles derived from Pat can‘t 1?)
If we live by the local measure, we will
Robertson‘s latest interpretation of Leviticus.
And, of course, those who are closeted can die by it as well. Here in Houston, Mayor
Lee Brown issued an anti—discrimination
always be outed.
No job. No recourse (at least if you live executive order (exclusively dealing with
in a state that practices unbridled "employ— employment by the city). It was applauded.
But, it was also challenged in court by a
ment—at—will," like Tennessee).
Third: Is a remedy necessary? If the an— right—wing councilman —and as of this writ—
swer to this is not apparent from the correct ing the challenge has been successful. In the
answers to the other two questions then do poker game of civil rights, one injunction
not pass Go and do not collect your pay— beats one executive order.
However, the U.S. Constitution trumps
check. — be it $200 or $200,000.
_ _.
Having thoroughly vented, I must con— them all.
.
not encouraging anyone to vote
f fess, though: I do have a bit of disdain for
such laws — but for a vastly differently rea— against such local measures. I am, however,
son than does Sullivan. Such laws insult the saying that, until the Supreme Court firmly
concept of civil rights in that they leave us slaps the faces of the snot—nosed brats (mas—
completely at the mercy of local govern— querading as states and cities) who refuse to
ments. Civil rights are far too important to prevent discrimination against us, any pro—
be left to the whim of any cadre of local leg— tection that we do have — in the form of
islators (be they Gay—friendly or otherwise) local laws or even policies of private em—
or an ill—informed, dis—informed or totally ployers — can be yanked out from under us
apathetic electorate. (Still, where such a law by an electorate poisoned by the "special
exists, we are better off than we would be rights" disinformation that the Christian Coa—
lition and Focus on the Family specialize in.
without it.)
If local measures are all that we can mus—
Tip O‘Neill may have been right when
he said that all politics is local. Our rights ter for the time being, then so be it. It‘s a
are more important than politics. They are good start. Consequently, my answer to
Sullivan‘s question "Do we need these
constitutional in scope.
I ask Sullivan this question: Do you think laws?" is yes, we do — but we also need
that any decision of the Earl Warren—era more.
To allay Sullivan‘s fear: one column does
Supreme Court would have been approved
in a referendum? I ask him this as well: how not an "irreparably unpopular" person make.
many of them would be approved via popu— However, use of "victim—mongering" in a
manner that would make Ben Wattenberg —
lar vote now?
We‘re not going to get anywhere as a na— proud is a good start toward that end. Laws
tion until the current Supreme Court takes that protect Gay, Lesbian, bisexual and
the step that Justice Kennedy didn‘t take in transgendered people do not "create a class
Romer: recognition of sexual orientation as of victims," they acknowledge them.
If Sullivan isn‘t able to understandthat,
a suspect classification. I am aware that this
concept actually offends some people, but I then perhaps his tie is too tight.
assert that the only way to achieve victory is
Katrina. Rose is a law student in Hous—
to be allowed to play the game. I do care if
society accepts me, but I know that plenty ton, Tex. She is also a contributing writer
of people — perhaps even a demographic for the Texas Triangle newspaper.
majority — will never do so. That is their
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J—Wag‘s Largest Strip Show Ever!

Showtime 10 p.m. « Prizes to Audience from Strippers
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AND SATURDAY NIGHT — LATE NIGHT DANCE FUN:
FRIDAY — 1 A.M. UNTIL
£
SATURDAY 1 A.M. ALEXIS & FRIENDS — THEN GET UP AND DANCE WITH WOLFY UNTIL 22? ;
NO COVER
ON SUNDAYS WOLFY WILL BE AT AUTUMN ST. PUB FROM 10 P.M. TO CLOSE FOR YOUR DANCING PLEASURE»
EVERY FRIDAY

MIXED DRINKS AND BEER SPECIAL AT AUTUMN ST. FROM 10 TO CLOSING.
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Senate Faces Decision on Ambassadorial Choice
Democrats now are demanding as an alternate to the U.S. delega— to oppose Hormel as a radical Gay
By Jim Abrams
action.
Before leaving for the Eas— tion to the U.N. General Assembly. activist.
Associated Press Writer Writer
He sailed through the Senate
Gary Bauer‘s Family Research
ter recess, 42 Democrats sent Sen—
Foreign
Relations Committee, win— Council cited Hormel‘s financial
ate Majority Leader Trent Lott,
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
R—Miss., a letter supporting the ning approval on a 16—2 vote last support for a documentary aimed
Senate faces a decision soon on
November, after Secretary of State at educators that the group said pro—
whether America will have its first.. nomination and urging a voté.
Democrats also took to the Sen— Madeleine Albright assured Chair— — motes homosexual lifestyles. It also
openly Gay ambassador.
ate floor to express.concern that man Jesse Helms, R—N.C., that pointed to a Gay and Lesbian ma—
Supporters of James Hormel
are demanding he at least get a confirmation was being held up Hormel was highly qualified and terials wing in the San Francisco
vote while conservative opponents only because Hormel is homo— would not promote his personal public library supported by and
interests. Helms voted against named for Hormel that contains
insist that Republicans take a stand sexual.
"Prejudice based on sexual ori— Hormel but let the nomination ad— controversial literature.
on a key lifestyle issue.
Further, the council said,
Hormel, President Clinton‘s entation should have no place in this vance to the Senate floor.
In
a
letter
to
Sen.
Gordon
Smith,
Hormel
presided over a 1996 Gay
choice to be envoy to Luxem— debate, no place in the Senate and
R—Ore.,
a
committee
member,
in
pride
parade
in San Francisco at
no
place
in
America,"
said
Sen.
bourg, was the only foreign rela—
February, Hormel said: "I will not which he was heard laughing at
tions nominee not acted upon at Barbara Boxer, D—Calif.
Hormel, a 64—year—old San Fran— use, nor do I think it is appropriate male drag queens dressed as nuns.
the end of last year‘s session.
Three Republican senators, ex— cisco businessman, philanthropist, to use, the office of the ambassa— Bauer said Luxembourg is 97 per—
pressing concern that he would use Democratic Party contributor and dor to advocate any personal views cent Roman Catholic, and "ap—
pointing an ambassador who shows
the post to promote a Gay agenda, heir to the Hormel Meat Co. fortune, I may hold."
He
pledged
to
resign
from
most
nothing but contempt for certain
put "holds" on the nomination, received unanimous Senate confir—
of
his
board
seats,
limit
his
chari—
groups
of believers should offend
mation last May for anatherpost,
effectively freezing it.
table giving and prohibit use of his every American who believes in
"k
*
name in fund raising.
the Constitution."
"But that has not satisfied Repub—
Hormel said he had no role in
lican Sens. Tim Hutchinson of Ar— deciding the contents of either the
Lawn Care «" Care
"ﬁansas Jim Inhofe of Oklahoma library collection or the documen—
and Bob Smith of New Hampshire, tary. "I hardly view myself as a
Affordable
who put holds on the nomination.
‘radical.‘ I am a businessman and
Conservative groups also continue lawyer with more than 30 years of
Cut/Trim & Tidy—Up
Call Madaline or Anne at 278—4848
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informed about our long—standing,
well—organized community, and
many encouraged our efforts to
ensure our First Amendment rights.
Some of the congressional mem—
bers who were lobbied include:
Carolyn Maloney (NY—D), Barney
Frank (MA—D), Henry Waxman
(CA—D), Jerrold Nadler (NY—D),
Brian Bilbray (CA—R), Charles
Rangle (NY—D), Nydia Velasquez
(NY—D), Charles Schumer (NY—D),
Sam Gejdenson (Con—D) and Eliot

* Rust Removal
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WASHINGTON — On Apr. 21
for the second year in a row, repre—
sentatives of the National Coalition
for Sexual Freedom met with a
number of congressional members‘
legislative assistants in order to
raise awareness and visibility about
workplace discrimination and hate
crimes that regularly occur against
sexual minorities.
NCSF representatives were
greeted with respect and surprise
when the legislative assistants were —
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commitment to public service, so—
cial justice and human rights ~ he
wrote Smith.
In considering Hormel‘s nomi—
«nation, Republicans must deal both
with general gripes by social con—
servatives that they haven‘t done
enough to advance pro—family pro—
grams, and conversely with con—
cerns about being depicted as
hostile to Gays.
"I don‘t see how the Republi—
can Party wants to be known as the
party that discriminates on the ba—
sis of sexual orientation," said
Winnie Stachelberg of the Human
Rights Campaign, a leading Gay
political organization. Hormel is on
the board of the Human Rights
Campaign Foundation, the group‘s
educational arm.
"It‘ s not his sexual orientation,"
countered Herb Johnson, chief of
staff to Inhofe, one of Hormel‘s
leading Senate opponents. "The
biggest problem is he has been in—
clined to use this to push an agenda
that doesn‘t necessarily represent
the agenda of the American
people."

=_ —a e>

Engel (NY—D).
‘"We gave each of the Represen—
tatives a comprehensive briefing
book that covered the issues fac—
ing the 5—10—percent of Americans
who engage in sexual minority
practices," says Susan Wright, Ex—
ecutive Director of NCSF. "We not
only provided information on dis—
crimination and violence, we dis—
cussed the need to ensure academic
freedom in order to educate about
safe, sane and consensual sexual
practices. We also pointed out the
crippling suppression of sexual di—
versity in the arts that resulted from
the defunding of the NEA."
"I was very surprised at how
easy it was to lobby," said Lolita
Wolf, deputy executive director.
‘Even when we dropped in on leg—
islative assistants, they were re—
sponsive. It made me feel like our
government is accessible and will—
ing to listen to our point of view."
You can contribute to NCSF‘s
efforts to éstablish valuable con—
tacts on the federal level by par—
ticipating in the next Sexual
Minority Lobby Day scheduled for
April, 1999.
The National Coalition for
©—Sexual Freedom (NCSF) partici—
pates in changing public policy and
laws that prejudice society against
individuals because of their diverse
sexual and affectional practices.
NCSF is a voluntary not—for—profit
association and offers a free mem—
bership to individuals and organi—
zations who support the rights of
adults to engage in safe, sane and
consensual sexual expression.
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Ship with

Protest Cruise

Gay Discharges Up Sharply, According

Lesbians

to Pentagon Leaks of ‘Don‘t Ask, Don‘t

ment said it could not count on "ap—
propriate behavior" from passengers.
The action brought a stern re—
buke from Britain, the Islands co—
NASSAU, Bahamas (AP) —
Waving signs reading "No Gay _ lonial master.
The Bahamian government later
ships" and quoting scripture, more,
welcomed the ship, but religious
than 100 Bahamians protested the
arrival Apr. 13 of a cruise ship car— groups balked. "The foreign homo—
sexual problem can only add to
rying Lesbian passengers.
The demonstrators paced the ours," said organizer Mario Moxey.
The cruise was chartered by Mi—
entrance to Prince George Wharf
in downtown Nassau as 800 pas— ami—based Olivia Travel, a tour
sengers walked off Premiere. Cruise company that specializes in trips
Lines‘ Seabreeze I and boarded a for homosexuals. The company has
smaller boat for a stay at nearby organized 10 cruises to the Baha—
Blue Lagoon Cay, a private island. mas without incident, said travel
~ The protesters wore T—shirts read— representative Judy Dlugacz.
Some Bahamians fretted the
ing "Save the Bahamas."
"We got enough sissies in the protests wouldhurt the country‘s
;
Bahamas — we don‘t need no economy.
"If the people there continue to
more," one organizer said through
do what they are doing, it will dam—
a loudspeaker.
Police kept protesters at the end age our tourism industry, and tour—
of the wharf, out of sight and hear— ism is our number one source (of
ing of the gangplank. Only a few income)," said taxi driver Ivan
visitors ventured into Nassau, and Campbell, who waited for passen—
police said the protest was peaceful. gers beside the cruise ship.
Passengers, too, said they were
Controversy over all—Gay
cruises flared in some Caribbean becoming fed up with the opposi—
countries after the Cayman Islands tion. "We‘re professionals with
government barred a Norwegian money to spend," said Suzanne
Cruise Line ship carrying Gay men Garcia—Lightbourn, a sign—language
from docking in January. Homo— interpreter from El Paso, Texas. "If
sexual intercourse is illegal in the they don‘t want our money, Jamaica
Cayman Islands, and the govern— and Belize are just itching for it."
By Jessica Robertson
Associated Press Writer

Tell‘ Report
WASHINGTON — Discharges was due to servicemembers‘ using monitors the "don‘t ask, don‘ t tell"
of Gay service members are up the policy in their first year of ser— policy.
The reports for the past three
sharply, according to early ac— vice to get out early.
"The policy is not working be— years have shown dramatic in—
counts of a Department of Defense
internal review of the Clinton cause commanders in the field are creases in discharges and reveal
administration‘s "don‘t ask, don‘t "Continuing to ask and pursue, hunt— that witch hunts and unauthorized
tell" policy barring openly Gay ing down Gay service members inquisitions continue to take place
at U.S. military installations
people from serving in the U.S. unabated," said Stachelberg.
"The military‘ s explanations for throughout the world.
armed services.
The "don‘t—ask;—don‘t tell"
the
dramatic increase in discharges
In response to Pentagon— orchestrated leaks of key aspects of the are self—serving and disingenuous. _ poliey was adopted by the Clinton
report, the Human Rights Cam— Anti—Gay bias continues to be—the administration and Congress in
1993 as a so—called compromise
© — paign said that the report‘s recom— core issue, and the Pentagon has
measure
that would allow Gay
done
nothing
to
address
it."
mendations for fixing problems
HRC pointed to a ruling by U.S. people to serve as long as they did
underscore why the policy is not
working. "Any policy that asks District Judge Stanley Sporkin in not admit to being Gay.
"Lying cannot be the corner—
people to lie is bound:to fail," said January, who found that the Navy
Winnie Stachelberg, HRC‘ s politi— went on a "search and out mission" stone of any U.S. policy. We need
by pursuing Senior Chief Petty a policy that respects performance,
cal director.
ability, commitment and privacy,"
"The policy itself is not being Officer Timothy. McVeigh.
The Navy pursued McVeigh af— Stachelberg said.
followed down the chain of com—
The Human Rights Campaign is
mand and the core problem of anti— ter learning the word "Gay" was in
Gay bias goes completely his personal America Onlme pro— the largest national Lesbian and
Gay political organization, with
file.
unaddressed."
R
The internal review was ordered members throughout the country.
Leaked accounts of the some of
by
Defense Secretary William It lobbies Congress, provides cam—
the contents of the report show that
— there was an increase of 67 percent Cohen in response to three annual paign support and educates the
in the number of Gay—related dis— reports from Servicemembers Le— public to ensure that Lesbian and
charges since "don‘t ask, don‘t tell" gal Defense Network, an advocacy Gay Americans can be open, hon—
group that works to assist Gay and est and safe at home, at work and
was implemented in 1994.
Department
of ~—Defense Lesbian servicemembers and in the community.
spokespeople claimed the increase
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AND NOW A WORD FROM
YOUR TEETH...
'

Faifful Teeth.
swollen gums,
unsightly stains and bad breath...
—

These are

mesogages from your teeth

which say, "We need help!"

Providing you with
soothing, comfortable
treatment is our
business. Best of all ...
— we doit with a soft,
gentle touch.
‘We are a young and groWing dental
practice | which prides. itself on|

fairneaa and open—mindedness,.
Make your teeth feel good again!
|
Call for an appointment today. We‘ listen..
WILLIAM N. CASTLE, D.D.S.=
General Dentistry »
}
776 Mt. Moriah Rd. e Memphis, TN38117—5350
(901) 685—5008
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Monday thru Saturday

GLAAD Shocked
Leaves

by ABC‘s

Lack of Support for Ellen

Out in the Cold

Two Episodes of Award—winning Sitcom

LOS ANGELES — The Gay &
Lesbian Alliance Against Defama—
tion (GLAAD) expressed its shock
at ABCs decision not to air two
newly taped episodes of the award—
winning sitcom, Ellen. Instead, the
network has chosen to air only the
season finale. The final, hour—long
Ellen will air on May 13, with Two
Guys, A Girl and a Pizza Place fill—
ing the two time slots that Ellen
was originally expected to fill.
"American viewers deserve and
expect to see Ellen‘s remaining
season in its entirety," said Joan M.
Garry, GLAAD Executive Direc—
tor. "I am extremely disappointed

in the network‘s decision to deny
the viewing public this quality pro—
gram. For months ABC has
claimed that they stand behind the
show. Ifthis is how they support
their programming, it is certainly
a ‘unique‘ approach."
Ellen‘s imminent cancellation
had been the topic of much specu—
lation in the media, Hollywood and
for a devoted nationwide audience.
ABC‘ s sudden decision came as a
shock to the beleaguered show and
for millions of fans. ABC may de—
cide to show the unaired episodes
sometime this summer. ABC told
GLAAD that the decision not to air

the two episodes is the result of
Two Guys, A Girl and a Pizza
Place‘s strong ratings.
Since first learning about
Ellen‘s emergence from the closet,
GLAAD has worked to ensure her
place in history, and since talk of
Ellen‘s possible cancellation be—
gan, GLAAD has worked vigor—
ously to support the show and
encourage ABC to stand behind it.
GLAAD‘s "Save Ellen" campaign
has kept the nation, both Gay and
straight, up to date on the
program‘s status and provided
thousands with the shows weekly
advertisers.. Recently, GLAAD

Group to Study Tracking and
ALBUQUERQUE (AP) —
New Mexico is one of about 10
states without laws banning hate
crimes, but state prosecutors want
to change that.
§
About two dozen representa—
tives of local and state law enforce—
ment agencies met with federal
prosecutors Apr. 9 to discuss track—
ing and punishing such crimes.
The U.S. Department of Justice
defines hate crimes as acts or
threats of force directed: against
people or property because of the
victim‘s racial or ethnic group, gen—
der, religion, disability or sexual
orientation.
¢
One 1993 study found that hate
crimes are more violent than crimes
generally, offenders are predomi—
nantly white teen—age males and 9 1
percent didn‘t know the person
they were attacking.

— Network

placed "Save Ellen" ads in more
than 15 community newspapers to
encourage viewership and support
for the show.
"Last year, ABC took a coura—
geous step by offering American
viewers television‘s first openly
Gay lead character. Since then,
the network has been criticized
for its lack of support. GLAAD
feels that this latest decision ex—
emplifies the network‘s lack of
commitment to the show," said
Chastity Bono, GLAAD enter—
tainment media director. "The
impact of this program cannot be
measured by numbers alone. The

show depicts a lifetime of expe—
riences for Lesbians and Gay men
across America and is changing
hearts and minds. We urge ABC
to consider its broader responsi—
bility as it makes programming
decisions."
GLAAD is the nation‘s Les—
bian and Gay media advocacy or—
ganization. GLAAD is dedicated
to promoting fair, accurate and
inclusive representations of indi—
viduals and events in the media
as a means of challenging dis—
crimination based on sexual ori—
entation or identity.

Prosecuting of Hate Crimes

crimes committed within city lim—
As drafted, the proposed legis—
The New Mexico District Attor—
The FBI began reporting hate— .
its.
lation
would
have
been
an
"en—
neys Association has supported
crime statistics after Congress
Meanwhile, several laws give
hancement"
at
sentencing,
meaning
state hate—crimes legislation in the
mandated it in 1990.
federal prosecutors authority to go
a
defendant
could
be
sentenced
to
past
60—day
sessions
of
the
Legis—
Data are incomplete, but the Jus—
after hate crimes. Among them are
more time for a crime that was
lature, he said. The governor ve—
tige Department says the numbers
criminal laws that permit prosecu—
motivated
by
racial
animus.
toed the 1995 bill, saying all crimes
that are available suggest "a seri—
tion of conspiracies to interfere
Albuquerque
has
a
hate—crimes
ous national problem that may be: are hate crimes. And the 1997 ver—
with federally protected rights.
enhancement
that
can
be
used
for
sion
died
on
adjournment.
getting worse."
The problem for state law en—
forcement agencies is that nobody
really knows how many hate
fre
crimes are being committed in New
Mexico in. any given year,
Southern
Country
Sandoval County District Attorney
Mike Runnels said.
Because there aren‘t laws ban—
ning hate crimes, there‘s no real
Memphis!
tracking of the problem.
He said he plans to recommend
that the state‘s district attorneys set
Tuesdays — 8 p.m. — 11 p.m.
up some kind of system so that an
assault, for instance, that is also a
hate crime can reported as such.
RUMMAGE SALE

Sheehan

Comes Out in

Antique Warehouse Mall

Golf World
having many of our friends and
In a March 27 Golf World col—
family tell us the same thing — it‘ s
umn by LPGA golfer Patty
been wonderful to finally take on
Sheehan, the champion pro athlete
this new challenge."
comes out as a Lesbian who is rais—
Sheehan, who is an 18—year vet—
ing her adopted daughter with her
eran of the Ladies Professional
partner, Rebecca Gaston. "I didn‘t
Golf Association (LPGA) and in— _
really know how well others would
ductee to the LPGA Hall of Fame
deal with the idea of Bryce having
in 1993, won the Nabisco Dinah
two moms, but I‘ ve decided if they
Shore title in 1996, has twice won
have a problem with it, it‘s their
the U.S. Women‘s Open, and has
problem, not mine," writes
more than 35 total career titles to
Sheehan.
date.
"There are too many children in
"Patty Sheehan is breaking
this world who don‘t have an equal
chance in life and who aren‘t loved .down barriers in sports and in so—
ciety," said GLAAD Executive
to worry about what other people
Director Joan M. Garry. "For a pro—
think. We have the means to pro—
fessional athlete to come out as a
vide Bryce with a comfortable up—
Lesbian mom takes a great deal of
bringing and, more importantly, we
courage.
5
have the desire to be loving and
As a mother myself, I greatly
devoted mothers....Bryce knows
appreciate her stance on this issue:
that she‘s loved and wanted now."
Love is at the heart of parenting,
She also says, "I think there are
and Lesbian and Gay people are as
a lot of men and women like me—
committed to that ideal as anyone.
people who spent much of their 20s
Her voice resonates to many thou—
and 30s devoting themselves to
sands— of fans, and she is sending
their careers, and put off starting a
an accurate, positive message about
family until their 40s.
our community."
After years of believing we
would make ideal parents—and

2563 Summer Ave.
Sat., May 9 — 9—5
Sun., May 10 — 10—5

RUSH PARTY
Sat. May 16
8:00 pm
See

Let‘s

ybttr Southern Country
Officers for details

Dance‘

Madison Flame - 1588 Madison
278—9839
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Both Sides Gloat over Judge‘s

Ruling on

Domestic Partner Ordinance

to spouses. The city is the first to
"On it‘s face, it‘s a mixed rul—
By Mark Evans
craft such an ordinance, which
ing
...
while
the
airlines
may
have
Associated Press Writer
went into effect last June.
won this particular battle, the city
During a hearing last October,
has really won the war for fair treat—
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
ment," said Kelli Evans, an attor— " Brendan Dolan, attorney for the 22—
Both sides were claiming victory
member airline association, said
ney for the‘ American Civil
. over a federal court ruling inSan
the ordinance conflicts with federal
Liberties
Union.
Francisco‘s first—of—its—kind do—
law and illegally attempts to regu—
At issue was a suit brought by
mestic partners ordinance. >
late interstate commerce.
a
the Air Transport Association chal—
U.S. District Judge Claudia
Among
the
laws
it
violates,
he
lenging San Francisco‘s attempt to
Wilken ruled Apr. 10 that San
said, is the Employees‘ Retirement
force the roughly 6,000 companies
Francisco can‘t force airlines to
Income Security Act of 1974, or
doing business with the city to of—
abide by most provisions of the or—
ERISA, which forbids state and
fer the same benefits to employees‘
dinance. But the city may still be
local regulation of most employee
able to demand that, hundreds of unmarried domestic partners —
benefits; andthe Airline Deregu—
Gay
or
straight
—
as
they
provide
other businesses do. : —
lation Act of 1978, which forbids
state and local regulation of airline
prices, routes and services.
TJN Advertising/Copy
Overall, he argued, the ordi—
nance intrudes into an area that
Deadline forthe
©
Congress intended to be left un—
regulated.
City attorneys countered that
June Pride Issue —
local governments should be al— —
" lowed to condition use of public
May 15, 1998
J property — including San Fran—
cisco International Airport — on a
company‘ s promise not to discrimi—
Mail submissions to:
nate.
E
In the 94—page ruling, Wilken
<=.
~ TJN
said the ordinance is indeed pre—
f
P.O. Box 11485
empted by the ERISA law — that
it "impermissibly regulates out—of—
Memphis, TN 38111—0485
state conduct that is not related to
the purpose of a contract with the
Email to: TJNmemphis@aol.com
city." She said it also is federally
pre—empted in cases where comply—
Fax to: (901) 454—1411

In

ing with it "forces air carriers to
stop using the (San Francisco In—
ternational) airport."
Dolan said he took the ruling to
mean that airlines will be subject
to none of the restrictions of the
ordinance.
"We view this really as a com—
plete victory," he said. "We accom—
plished everything we set out to do.
The court has pretty clearly said (to
San Francisco): ‘You cannot do
that."
Air Transport Association
spokesman David Fuscus called the
ruling a "clear, undeniable victory
for the airline industry," and an
"embarrassing" day for the city of
San Francisco.
'
*

But city officials were acting
anything but embarrassed.
"If they had prevailed, the en—
tire ordinance would have been
tossed out," said City Attorney
Louise
(But) the judge said
‘no‘ — the ordinance is good.
There are some particular aspects
where the judge said we went too
far...but the bulk of the ordinance
is in place.
®
"As far as I know, this is the first
major decision upholding a domes—
«tic partners ordinance. And that‘s
a major victory."
Added Renne‘s chief assistant,
Dennis Aftergut, who litigated the
case: "We didn‘t win everything.

But the law and history move one
step at a time, and we have just
taken one giant step."
Aftergut said they were heart—
ened by language in Wilken‘s rul—
ing that said, "the city properly
exercised the power given it under
the California Constitution to en—
act the ordinance."
In addition, he said, the airlines
are wrong to assume the ruling
means they aren‘t covered by the
ordinance. According to the city‘s
interpretation, airlines will still be
required to offer certain benefits
not covered by the ERISA law, in—
cluding bereavement leave, travel
benefits and health club member—
ships.
"That‘s just more aggressive
posturing," Dolan said. "The city
is promoting this ordinance, pro—
moting its application, without re—
gard to the legal implications."
Although the suit was brought
by the airline association, it was the
contract of two members, United
Air Lines and Federal Express, that
raised disputes over the ordinance.
United has signed a new $13.4
million, 25—year lease at the airport
and promised city officials to de—
velop a policy on domestic partner
benefits in the first 24 months.
FedEx has been negotiating a $2.1
<~million—a—year contract to move
into a new airport cargo facility.

Concert!

Jallen

Rix

Sunday, May 3 at 7:00 PM
2117 Union Ave., Union Ave. UMC Fellowship Hall
Sponsored By Safe Harbor MCC
Donations will be received.

"The

year‘s

best

gay/lesbian

Will Grega, OutSounds, The Lesbian and Gay Alternative

"Jallen‘s new recording is

album."

R

a stunning debut album filled with

well crafted and brilliant musical gems, but what would we
know about gay music."
Romanovsky & Phillips
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Catholic

University Forbids Candace

Gingrich to Speak,

SUPPORT GROUPS

Considers Kicking

FOR

Gay Group Off Campus
WASHINGTON — Officials of.
the Catholic University of America
refused to allow Candace Gingrich,
sister of House Speaker Newt
Gingrich, to speak on campus de—
spite the fact that she was invited
by the Rev. Robert M. Friday, vice
president for student life, and the
university‘s Organization for Les—
bian and Gay Student Rights.
"Religious disagreements do
not justify suppression of free
speech," said Elizabeth Birch,
HRC executive director. "Appar—
ently, administrators at Catholic
University do not have enough
faith in their students to allow them
to hear different points of view.
The students at the university are
the big losers today."
Gingrich, who is HRC‘s asso—
ciate manager of the National Com—
ing Out Project, said she was
disappointed that she would be pre—
vented from talking to the students.
"I‘m surprised that this happened
in our nation‘s capital, where ma—
jor issues are freely debated every
day," she said. "Catholic Univer—
sity has sent the message thatthey
choose to be an island of ignorance
in a sea of free speech."
In a one—paragraph statement,
Catholic University President

Brother Patrick Ellis, F.S.C., said.
"I have concluded that the presen—
tation could not be compatible with
the Catholic identity of the Catho—
lic University of America.
Ellis‘s statement contradicts the
university‘s history of occasionally
inviting speakers whose views are
in opposition to those of the Ro—
man Catholic church. These guests
have included speakers who fa—
vored abortion rights and support—
ers of the death penalty.
The decision sparked disagree—
ment from some students and fac—
ulty members. "My understanding
was that Gingrich was going to
speak about what life was like as a
Gay person in America," Friday
told the Human Rights Campaign.
"I do not think what she was going
to say was incompatible with the
Catholic identity or the university.
This is a place where diverse points
of view should be heard and the
students can make up their own
minds."
The school‘s decision follows a

letter written earlier in the week by
representatives of Graduates For
Life, an anti—abortion student
group, who asked the university
president to rescind Gingrich‘s in—
vitation. The letter said that
Gingrich‘s message "directly con—
tradicts the truth of Catholic moral
doctrine."
Gingrich‘s speech however, was
not going to focus on religion, but
on her own personal experiences as
a spokesperson for the Human
Rights Campaign. She has given
similar talks at colleges and univer—
sities across the country, but this
was the first time she was forbid—
den to speak at a university.
The Human Rights Campaign,
the largest national Lesbian and
Gay political organization, with
members throughout the country,
effectively lobbies Congress, pro—
vides campaign support and edu—
cates the public to ensure that
Lesbian and Gay Americans can be
open, honest and safe at home, at
work and in the community.

BARTENDERS NEEDED
_

LESBIANS AND GAY
MEN

PRIDE RAP
is a support group sponsored by Memphis Pride,
Inc., which meets the 2nd Monday of every month
(7—8 p.m.). It offers a safe place for sharing
and forming new friendships.
PRESENTATIONS
sponsored by Fully Alive! are educational
seminars about self, relationships and spirituality
in the context of Gay and Lesbian issues.
FACILITATORS
Susan Taranto, MPS and Carol Sclicksup, MA
LOCATION

_.

Fully Alive! A Center for Personal Enrichment
2701 Union Ext., 504
There is no charge for these groups.
Eor more information, call Susan or Carol

FOR AUTUMN ST. PUB

at (901),323—2078 —

Mixed Drink Experience Helpful, But Will Train
Call 682—9928

Mother‘s Day May 10th
If you don‘t know, this is
where to get her gift!!!

We are the best floral
designers in town!
Working, Patiently with
you to meet your very
special needs!

Our Courtyard is full of
unusual perennials, —

|

lmmunnl C,
am!
an
“I g

herbs, and‘annuals! :

Tues £ Sot——10—6,

‘Bb2 So. Cooper

‘Sun*~1—5

St. 201—272—2853
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Memphis Pride PromotesUnity
by Chet Overstreet

Rock Cafe, was also designed to

As a way of fulfilling the pur—
pose of the organization, "topro—
mote unity, visibility and self—es—
teem among Lesbians, Gay men,
bisexuals and transgendered per—
sons...." Memphis Pride,‘ Inc.,
hosted its first event of 1998, the
Memphis Pride Picnic.
The picnic, which was held at
Plough Park in Shelby Farms,
was attended throughout the day
by at least 225 men, women and
children, about 15 of whom are
from Jackson, Miss.
Susan Taranto, treasurer of
Memphis Pride, described the
event as "a wonderful, safe place
for people to come and be them—
selves."
The picnic, sponsored by Hard

—

gest expenditure was the cost of

be a fundraiser for the upcoming

printing the T—shirts with this

summer Pride festivities.

year‘s logo and theme, ‘Unity in
H
Community.

"We

expected

about

75

people," stated George Ettinger,

The annual summer Pride fes—

chairperson of the Pride organi—

tivities, which commemorate the

zation. "It was great to see so

Stonewall Riots of 1969 will oc—

many people having a good time.

cur on June 20, 1998.

Hard Rock was wonderful."

Last year‘s crowd estimate in

According to Ms. Taranto,
"Because of the overwhelming

Memphis was 600 people march—
ing in

the parade with

1000

support of the community, about

people attending the festival

$2500 dollars came in, and after

which followed.

expenses about $1000 can be

"I don‘t think people realize

used to help fund the parade and

the cost of staging an event like

festival>Because of Hard Rock

the parade and festival and I think

Cafe‘s geperosity in supplying

it is important for people to

hot dogs; hamburgers, all the fix—

know," stated Ms. Taranto.

ings and the cooks and because

"The cost for the whole event

of the wonderful gifts donated by

last year was $10,492," Taranto

the community for the silent auc—

said. Expenditures can vary, but

tion and door prizes, Pride‘s big—

the most essential required ele—
. ments — a parade permit ($250),

i”\‘“\\\,N!

be

<
"PD

le

COOPER

*

725—0521 « MEMPHIS, TN

16528

Madison

Miidtown‘s

Newest

emote | TR 76.

Dare to

insurance ($400) and a police es—
cort ($900) cost $1550.

munity in Memphis and the sur—

b

+ WALK—INS WELCOME

+ LANZA — PAUL MlTCHLL °SEBAST|AN A

rounding areas will enjoy and

By adding "extras" like enter—
tainment, a food and beer permit,
a sound system, T—shirts and ad—
vertising, the cost increases dra—
matically.
"We want the Pride festivities
to be something the Gay, Lesbian,
bisexual and transgendered com—

5 ~".
s ##
want to come to," states Mr. elsvolunteer
— not only with financial and
support, but also with
Ettinger.
a sense ofunity, togetherness and
"Like
it
or
not,
this
costs
money. Ultimately, we want the community,"
acceptance ofdiversity within the
states Greg Jordan,
majority
of
the
financial
cost
to
be handled by corporate sponsors co—chair
of Memphis Pride, Inc.
organization has chosen
so that
local commuity
can the"The
put
theirourresources
toward parade
theme of this year‘s festivi—
entries like floats. We want the ties to be ‘Unity in Community.‘
Gay community seems
parade to be bigger and better Memphis‘
each year. Increased corporate to be fragmented. We do not want
sponsorship is a goal we are still the perception of the parade to be
workingonachieving. Hard Rock a freak show (as it has been called
Cafe has been a big help already even by people within the Gay
this year, but we need more finan— community). It isn‘t a freak show.
want the parade to help our
cial
are going We
to haveparticipation.
to rely on theWecommunity
community and the larger com—
for support."
munity realize the major role we
Individuals can become mem— play
in the community as a whole.
It would be great for groups to
bers
of
Memphis
Pride,
Inc.,
by
contributing financially to the or— come
out wearing their nurses
uniforms or police uniforms or
ganization.
uniforms. We want indi—
Membership allows the person FedEx
viduals, organizations and busi—
toelection.
vote during
the
annual
board
Individuals can also be— nesses to come together for the
come members by contributing good of all. Our hope is that our
time and "muscle" duringevents. efforts contribute to a greater
"We always are in need ofvol— sense of community itself. The
unteers during events. Itis agreat Parade is exciting as are all the
deal of fun to be involved, and events. It is wonderful to be sur—
by 600 other Gay
there is a sense of accomplish— rounded
—
ment and reward when the event people."
about member—
is over," states Carol Molder, shipInformation
in Memphis Pride, Inc., or
former
treasurer
of
Pride
and
a
long—timecommunity activist and upcoming events can be obtained
by calling (901) 381—1258 or
supporter.
‘"We are hopingE that people (901) 726—0987.
will come togetheron several lev—

gor—278— 9821

{flow/Jaw Bar

Oills

is

Gal/gem”

" Pennies From Heaven‘

ter/z‘gpabﬁwuﬂmev
eave If
Fake
a/ﬁooclg-eeé/y
Sill Goodman, owne/tfgﬁ/lte,
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There‘s

More to Sydney Than Wholesome

Down in Australia, where
they‘re all atwitter getting ready for
the 2000 Olympic Summer Games,
they‘re trying to get the word out‘

"This will be the first year since
1989 there will be a drop in for—
eign tourists and Sydney will not
be immune to that," says Tony
Thirlwell, chief executive of Tour—
ism New South Wales and chair—
man of the Tourism Olympic

that sybaritic Sydney is a party
town, not just a place of beaches
and boats.
That‘s scant news to the world‘s
Gays and Lesbians. In this city
founded as a British penal colony,.
the annual Gay and Lesbian Mardi
Gras Parade attracts more than half
a million revelers, the biggest an—
nual tourist event in Australia.
The Lonely Planet travel guide
says the "Gay and Lesbian culture
is so strong in Sydney that it‘s al—
most mainstream ... probably the
second—largest Gay community in
the world."
Now come the Olympic games,
Sept. 15—30, 2000. The games are
expected to draw some 1.5 million
visitors to this city of about
3,700,000 (out of Australia‘s total
of 18 million) and an anticipated
shortage of hotel rooms has even
brought suggestions of anchoring
a dozen or so cruise ships in
Sydney Harbor and Botany Bay for
sleeping quarters.
In
the
intime. however, ho—
Asian financial crisis has slowed
recreational travel to a trickle.
About half of Australia‘s foreign
‘tourists come from Asian countries.

Forum.
"It‘s mainly a drop from two
countries — Korea and Indonesia,"
Thirlwell adds. "Even though
we‘re getting growth from the
United States and the United King—
dom, it doesn‘t make up for the
drop from Korea and Indonesia."
(Only 10 percent of the tourists
in Australia are Americans and just
15 percent are Brits.)
Despite the slump, more hotels
are under construction and a new
Jight rail line went into operation
in mid—April to shuttle people to
Olympic venues and elsewhere.
A dazzling burst of fireworks
one night last November inaugu—
rated Star City, Sydney‘s first ca—
sino, a colossus of a gambling den
with 200 table games and 1,500 slot
machines, plus more than 500 ho—
tel rooms, suites and condominium
apartments. There are seven restau—
rants, five bars, a nightclub and a
retail shopping center.
The award—winning musical
Showboat premiered in Star City‘s
six months,
Ng @Torurmypi
trons from New Zealand.
"The casino is doing good busi—
ness," Thirlwell said by phone

By David L Langford
Associated Press Writer

from Boston, where he is enrolled
in an advanced management
course. "It‘s mainly a local market
at this stage. The hotel has started
slowly — about 40 to 50 percent
occupancy — because of the tour—
ism slump."
Scheduled for completion in
1999 is a 20th Century Fox film
studio and entertainment complex
at the former show grounds of the
Royal Agricultural Society, which
stages its annual exposition in
April. It offers behind—the—scenes
guided tours of the facilities where
several movies are currently being
filmed.
3
"There‘s a lot more happening
in Sydney than there was a few
years ago," Thirlwell says. "It‘s no
doubt that the games brought a lot
of things forward.
What‘s the next biggest event?
"Probably the biggest one is the
Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras,"
Thirlwell says. "It‘s been going on
for.20 years now and it‘s not just
Gay people who attend. It draws a
lot of people from the United
States, particularly the West
Coast."
A government tourism Web site
(http://www.nsw.gov.au/) extols
Sydney‘s lively and varied night
life, from the famed Sydney Opera
wts Lea!
aru —guvuir
value restaurants.
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dancing to an Indo tribal beat.
Also on Oxford street is DCM,
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drag

shows
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monthly "Foam Parties."
Darling Harbor, one of the city‘s
major Olympic venues, appeals to
the

younger crowd

energy

with

pubs such
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Leaders
At a potluck dinner meet—
ing on Sat., Apr. 25, the re—
cently formed Memphis Bears
elected three to lead the group
through its first year.
Instead of the usual officer
structure, Ed Hipsley, Rudy
Shaw and Roger York will
share the leadership duties
equally.
The bears also selected a
logo for the group (see ad on
page 17).
If you are interested in
joining the Memphis Bears,
attend their club night at 10:15
on the second Saturday of
each month at the Pipeline.
For more information call

talnment the Panasonic IMAX ;,

GetAround in Sydney
By The Associated Press interest. At Circular Quay, hub
forvisitmost harborjourneys, ferries
Here
are
some
tips
on
things
toSydney,
see andAustralia,
how to obtained
get aroundfromin
Tourism
New SouthvisitWales.
For
more
information
the
New
South Wales tourism Web site at
http:/www.tourism.nws.gov.au.
Getting
Around...@
Sydney
hasandan taxi
efficient
bus, *
ferry,
train
network.
Many
placesferries,
can bebusesreached
on,
foot,
and
and
the"
Monorail
link theThecitySydney
with Dar—
ling
Harbour.
plorer Bus stops at 27 placesEx—of

(
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BED &479

BREAKFAST
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INN
#7LemaS
t
.
EurekaS501—253—9010
prings, AK72632

See How to
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a museum history
of the so—of
cialSydney);
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OldLibraryMintofNew
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State
SouthStateWales.Parlia—At
New
South
Wales
ment
Housetour.visitors can join a
freeSydney
guided
Operaballet,
Housetheater,
is a
showcaseforfilm,
music
andGardens,
opera.locatednearby,
The Royal
Botanic
hasfreeguidedwalks,akioskand
restaurant.
TakecentertoDarlingHarbourfor
the monorail from the
cityfreeentertainment,
shoppingsuchand
restaurants,
and
attractions
A
asGardens,
SydneyPowerhouse
Aquarium, Museum,
Chinese
Maritime Museum and
— National
nearbyBeautiful
Chinatown.
beaches
arebus,minutes
away
fromthe
city
by
ferry
orspotscan
taxi. Picnic
and
swimming
befoundwithin
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Park. For surfing
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Place. >
+
History is also preserved along
Macquarie Street which features
colonial sandstone buildings.
Take a look at Hyde Park Bar—

Recycle Us!
—

Bears Elect

Club, "which has outrageous theme

attractlons such as Darling
Harbour, Taronga Zoo and harbor
islands. Exploring Sydney... @
The Rocks, near Circular
Quay, is an artfully preserved
wedge of Australian history with
dozens of restaurants, boutiques
and historic pubs and houses.
Visit the Museum of Contempo—
_¥ary Art and historic Susannah

Visit Our

Memphis

Tourism

the

If You Go: Tips on What to

Largest Champagne

Theater, Sega World, Darling Walk
and newly—opened cafes and bars.
The historic district of The
Rocks, where the city started, is the
place for those who like either lis—
tening to jazz or cramming into one
of the many rowdy rock pubs with
live bands.
So there is more to Sydney than
wholesome fun in the sun.

Lonely

Planet, "is a bizarre cocktail of strip

of Tax—Exempt Status
Lesbian Group Says IRS Has Cheated It Out
By Paul Tolme
Associated Press Writer
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) —A
group in South Kingstown that
helps Lesbians with cancer com—
plained to the IRS on Apr. 14, a day
before the filing deadline, that it
had unfairly been denied tax—ex—
empt status.
{
The group was told by the In—

— to extend its service to all women,
not just Lesbians.
"What they are suggesting is
that Lesbians aren‘t worthy
enough," said David Buckel; a law—
yer for the Lambda Legal Defense
and Education Fund Inc. in New
York City.
Lambda sent a letter of com—

plaint on Apr. 14 to the Internal
Revenue Service on behalf of
Kathys‘ Group.

ternal Revenue Serv1ce that it had

3003 Airways Blvd.
s Suite 701
Memphis, TN 38131

Gmgrlch
Phone 396—1969
Fax 396—2100

Shawn A.

Simply the best DELI intown.

Friends for Life
presents
Opera Memphis in May
%
concert

Buckel said plenty of other
groups, including the American
Association of Retired People and
the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People,
have been given tax—exempt status
despite serving a segment of the
population.
"As far as we‘ve been able to
determine, the IRS has no author—
ity to require Kathys‘ Group to al—
ter its mission," he said.
A spokesman for the IRS in
Washington said he couldn‘t com—
ment because all such matters ex—

cept the awarding of tax—exempt
status for nonprofits are confiden—
tial.
"Whether somebody applies for
tax—exempt status — none of that
is a matter of public record," said
Ken Hubenak.
Kathys‘ Group provides free
counseling to Lesbians, their part—
ners and families. The group was
founded in 1995 after one member
of a Lesbian couple — both named
Kathy — became sick with breast
cancer.
About 31 women have received

the services of a therapist since the
group‘s inception.
Founder and director Lorry
Garvin said the group applied for
nonprofit status last year and was
informed in February that it would
have to broaden its mission.
Although the group pays no
taxes now because its budget is
tiny, the lack of a nonprofit status
prevents it from applying for foun—
dation grants that go solely to tax—
exempt organizations, Garvin said.

BOCES Board to Gay School: School‘s Out
He said he has only heard of a
ing to attract students for several
By Pat Milton
weeks. So far, three had signed up. small number of Gay and Lesbian
Associated Press Writer
"We are baffled. We thought students who have dropped out be—
they
were going to sponsor a sepa— cause the harassment became intol—
BAY SHORE, N.Y. (AP) —A
rate
school here at our facility," erable.
plan to open Long Island‘s first
"But we need to try to provide
high school for Gay and Lesbian said David Kilmnick, executive.
an
education to these students.
students was canceledjust as chalk director of the Long Island Gay and
They
should not be deprived an
Lesbian
Youth
group.
and erasers were about to hit the
education
because of harassment.
"We
are
still
going
to
push
for
blackboards.
"I don‘t believe there should be this and plan to meet with officials That is outrageous," he added.
Edward Milliken, superinten—
a separate facility for Gay and Les— at BOCES and other schools in
dent
of the BOCES schools, said
coming
months,"
Kilmnick
said.
bian students," said Bruce
"We want to make sure that this that as far as he was concerned, a
Brodsky, president of the board of
the Eastern Suffolk Board of Co— school happens, that these kids are Gay and Lesbian school does not
operative Education Services not harassed or subject to violence exist and will not be planned.
He said some of the BOCES
(BOCES). "I don‘t want to throw because of their sexual orientation.
They need a safer place to learn," staff got overenthusiastic in look—
them back into the closet."
ing into alternatives to provide edu—
That sentiment was notshared he said.
cation
for Gay and Lesbian
Brodsky said he too was in fa—
"vor of protecting young Gay students who had dropped out. _.
— "Our mission is to help all kids
inthe next two weeks at facrlltles people.
"I think we need to teach toler— stay in school and be successful.
operated by the Long Island Gay
But I don‘t see a separate facility
‘and Lesbian Youth Inc. in Bay ance in the school systems so that
for Gay and Lesbian students,"
these
students
who
are
Gay
or
Les—
Shore.
Milliken said.
The school had been advertis— bian are not harassed." Brodsky said.

Now open for breakfast and lunch.
Lunch served ll1am — 2pm
Monday through Friday.

f

®

©
featuring

,
®

Mr. Adam Kies Tenor

699 The Lady

Mr. Dale Morehouse — Baritone
Dr. John Dougherty — Bass /

Featuring daily specials, sandwiches, salads
and many veggie selections.
Breakfast served 7am —10:30am
Monday through Friday,
and 7am — 2pm on Saturday.

)

special guest
Ms. Kallen Esperian — Sopranof ©
of:
Tickets $100 Donation
Tuesday
May 5th
7:30 p.m.
Memphis Brooks Museum ofArt * Dunavant Rotunda
doors open at 6:30 p.m. for your private museum viewing pleasure
with Champagne Reception featuring
Memphis Symphony Orchestra,
String Quartet and Woodwind Quintent
call 272—0855 for ticket information and reservations
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Omeletfes, has}; browns,panmkes, and more,

ag" totu0 thhateedA.caH.281 aved.oum® naires.in.
talk about looking for love in all
dropping to his knees like an ec— man.
the
wrong places.):
Gone
were
the
blond
tresses,
‘static concert—goer, the officer ar—
But if they are true, the allega—
traded
in
for
leather,
sideburns
and
rested
Michael
for
performing
a
—
By Kevin Isom
he did sing a number on one album
called "Hand to Mouth.") In fact, "lewd act." Apparently, he con— facial ~stubble.—Super—models tions against Michael are disap—
Yup, he‘s Gay.
the site of the show, according to cluded that Michael was thinking graced his videos,; and women pointing and unfortunate. A
swooned for this new sex symbol, well—known, sex—symbol male pop
In case you missed it, this year
news reports, was a public "I Want Your Sex."
The news spread quickly, from as Gay men thought to themselves, star finally comes out officially—
George Michael, the singer, came restroom in a park in Beverly Hills.
out publicly as a Gay man. More And the performance was defi— Entertainment Tonight to The New "Who is he kidding?" Though, of there are still straight women who
York Times, and was easy fodder course, when your album sales are had no clue; believe it or not—and
recently, he, ahem, came out again. nitely solo.
based largely on your female fans, he ends up getting arrested in a
~ Specifically, according to the
Maybe he was seeking "Free— for late night comedians.
Now I‘ve had a major crush on the "it‘ll ruin my career if I come restroom for a "lewd act." Talk
allegations reported around the dom." Or perhaps a "Father Fig—
world, Michael gave a different
re." The audience, unfortunately, George Michael since the early out" syndrome can be pretty pow— about reinforcing negative stereo—
types.
3
kind of public performance, in an was a cop, who was not amused. days of Wham! (an aptly named erful.
Still, the arrest may actually
But after a lengthy battle with
unusual venue for a purveyor of Nor was he interested in the fact group, given the current allega—
pop. (Though, come to think of it
that Michael was very clearly out tions). Back then, I thought he was his record company, a long absence boost his career in some way. The
dreamy—yes, I actually used that from the public stage, and a new Hugh Grant incident with the pros—
word. He was pretty, blond, wear— album that seemed to barely regis— titute Divine Brown didn‘t seem to
ing two earrings, and sporting an ter on the screen (dedicated, inci— hurt his popularity any, and it did
album cover of him and his sing— dentally, to his deceased lover), get him on all the talk shows.
ing partner, Andrew Ridgely, that Michael finally came out publicly. Maybe the same thing will happen
looked like a cover for a hip Gay At a time when it could do abso— for Michael. Except, ofcourse, that
magazine. Michael‘s sultry gaze lutely no harm to his career, since in America straight men who seek
was directed at the camera, and his his career, for the moment, seemed the favors of prostitutes are consid—
hand was placed lightly on to be yesterday‘s news, Michael‘s ered boys being boys, while Gay
Andrew‘s shoulder, his fingers coming out seemed to some to be men who seek the company of
draping carelessly across the white a purely cynical ploy. If coming out other men in public restrooms tend
of Andrews jacket. This could be is fashionable—look at Ellen to be looked at as boys being per—
a Gay couple that dreams were Degeneres, Anne Heche, Rupert verts. I have a feeling that Michael
made of! At least, so I imagined. Everett, Elton John—then coming won‘t be doing Jay Leno any time
"Wake Me Up Before You Go— out might actually do his career soon. The show, that is.
As for me, since I still have that
Go" (which takes on totally new some good. When I first heard the
and rather unexpected meanings news of the recent restroom alle— early crush on George Michael,
under the current scandal) was their gations, there were two thoughts I‘ve decided to cling to the hope
first big hit, followed by a series of © that passed through my mind in that the allegations aren‘t true.
bubble—gum rock ditties. "Careless quick succession.: The first was "You Gotta Have Faith," after all.
Kevin Isom is a syndicated
Whispers" showed he had a pretty "Eeceee—euw!" Followed a few mo—
voice, besides his good looks, and ments later by, "If he was that travel writer and humor columnist
even after he. moved on into grit— lonely, why didn‘t he call ME!" based in Atlanta. He is currently
tier
rock, after dumping Ridgely to (Hmmm. Maybe I should start finishing a novel.
It took us a whl/eto get the picture, but here are Queen Barbara A. Baker
and King Carol Stockton who were crowned King and Queen of Hearts on
Feb. 8. Both are members of the Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite.

Folsom Named Education Director for
Friends For Life AIDS Resource Center
Health Dept. as a health investiga—
Charla Folsom hasjoined Friends in August.
Folsom has experience with de— tor. She also worked on the Health
For Life as Director of Education.
HIV Infection Project.
Folsom graduated cum laude from signing, implementing and conduct— Department‘s
She
also
educated
patients on re—
ing
educational
programs
aimed
the University of Memphis with a
BSed in Health and Safety Educa— toward a variety of audiences and in— sources available to them and ways
tion with a concentration in Commu— volvement in various activities in the to avoid transmission to others.
nity Health. She will complete her community. She most recently
masters degree in Health promotion worked with the Shelby County
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Human

Rights Campaign Slams Nike for Welcoming Reggie White BackTo NFL

WASHINGTON — The Hu—
man Rights Campaign assailed the
Nike Corp. Apr. 24 for welcoming

Reggie White back to the Green
Bay Packers two weeks after White
made a speech to the Wisconsin

Plenty

of
Perennials

For
Sale

Call Sue at 3239917

Assembly filled with racial, ethnic

was

and anti—Gay stereotypes.

lifestyle."
He equated Gay people to "li—

"The NFL has an obligation to
make sure that players, including

who may have been offended,‘"

licious and back stabbers." In

White, do not abuse their positions

said Elizabeth Birch, HRC‘ s execu—

response, the Human Rights Cam—

as professional athletes to put for—

tive director. "I, for one, heard no

paign, the Black Gay and Lesbian

ward political and personal opin—

apology to the millions of Gay and

Leadership Forum and the Latino/

ions that contradict the tradition of

Lesbian Americans, and our friends

a Gay and Lesbian Organization

fairness that is the hallmark of the

and families, who were gravely

sent a letter to the Campbell Soup

NFL."

offended by White‘s remarks."

Co. asking that the company recon—

HRC, through its website, is

Birch sent a letter to Philip H.

sider its continued use of White as

urging its members and supporters

Knight, Nike‘s chairman and chief

a spokesman. ‘"We sincerely hope

to write to the heads of Campbell

executive officer, expressing dis—

you will reconsider using White as

SoupCo. and other companies that

may that the company put out such

a representative for your products,"

use White as a spokesman, includ—

a statement about White. "It is es—

leaders of the three groups wrote

ing Nike and S.C. Johnson Wax,

pecially distressing to hear a state—

to Campbell President and CEO

to reconsider their arrangements

ment like this from Nike, which has

Dale F. Morrison.

with the football star.

a non—discrimination policy that

"Given that the Campbell Soup

The Human Rights Campaign is

covers sexual orientation and offers

Co. has as a non—discrimination

the largest national Lesbian and

domestic partner benefits to its

policy that covers sexual orienta—

Gay political organization, with

Lesbian and Gay employees.

tion, as well as race and ethnic ori—

members throughout the country.

"It is incomprehensible that

gin, it would be inconsistent to

It lobbies Congress, provides cam—

your company could have such

employ as a company spokesman

paign support and educates the

policies yet fail to see how hurtful

a man whose beliefs and public

public to ensure that Lesbian and

and divisive Reggie White‘s re—

statements contradict that very

Gay Americans can be open, hon—

policy."

est and safe at home, at work and

the speech delivered last month to

In addition, they asked NFL

the Wisconsin Assembly, White,

Commissioner Paul Tagliabue to

an ordained minister, called homo—

publicly censure White. "He ap—

sexuality a sin and asserted that it

peared before the Wisconsin Leg—

Dame

Office (901) 278—4380

54 S. Cooper e Memphis, TN 38104

Wish

Pantry

List

deodorant » shampoo » razors
hand and body lotion
baby diapers
adult incontinence pants
paper products (towels, toilet paper)
household cleaning products
Remember: Food Stamps can‘t be
redeemed for these items

Drop Items by Friends For Life
_at 1450 Poplar — 8:30—5 weekdays
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for

Stronger

Homosexuals

SOUTH BEND, Ind. (AP) —

inclusion‘ policy as a means of in—
suring protection against discrimi—

Dame are calling for a change in

nation

the nondiscrimination policy to

orientation," the senate resolution

mosexuality since

protect Gays and Lesbians, saying

said.

Gays and Lesbians of Notre Dame

based

on

sexual

his sexual orientation.
Notre Dame has had a very pub—
lic struggle with the issue of ho—
1995, when

Garrick, who is openly Gay,

and St. Mary‘s College, a student

claims his sacramental duties at the

group that had been in existence for

The Faculty Senate voted Apr.

Basilica of the Sacred Heart on

nine years, was told it could not

8 to urge the university to change

campus were taken away after he

meet on university property.

the nondiscrimination policy to in—

went public with his sexual orien—

The senate‘s resolution is simi—

clude sexual orientation. The reso—

tation. He resigned his faculty po—

lar to action the senate took in May

lution is in response to the recent

sition in protest.

1996.

The Rev. John Jenkins, religious

The

change

its

university

did

not

nondiscrimination

Garrick, a communication and the—

superior for the Holy Cross order

ater professor.

at Notre Dame, denies Garrick‘s

inclusion last August that described

Garrick‘s recent resignation "is

duties were limited in any way.

Notre Dame‘s regard for all people,

an indication of inadequacies in the

Jenkins also said Garrick was never

including Gay and Lesbian com—

administration‘s current ‘spirit of

discriminated against because of

munity members.

policy, but issued a statement of

(@
MLS

Residence (901) 363—1060

Life

Calls

in the community.

Faculty at the University of Notre

resignation of the Rev. David

i.

steveEsoromon

For

for

a statement of inclusion is not
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Friends

Faculty

enough.

SOWELL & COMPANY

islature because of his public pro—
file as a football hero," they wrote.

ars, cheaters, [those who are] ma—

Protection

$

"alternative

"Contrary to what Nike claims,

Notre

Steve olomon

chosen

White did not apologize ‘to those

* marks were to our community." In

Smméommmutq
for 5 years! Please call me
when gou are ready to sett
or to purchase a home. 7

a

Legislator

Petition

Drive

to

Marnages
SACRAMENTO
(AP)
— at—A in California."
Lesbian
marriages
possible,
Con—
lawmaker
who
failed
in
two
State
law
already
says
that
any
gress
gave
states
the
authority
not
tempts
to
get
a
law
banning
Gay
marriage
performed
in
California
to
recognize
same—gender
mar—
marriagesthethrough
the toLegislature
must
be Butbetween
a man
and a riages performed in another state.
received
go—ahead
start
col—
woman.
that
law
also
recog—
AnGayearlierattempt
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court
ruling
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has untilsignatures
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the 1993 made recognition ofGay and
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enough
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The Triangle Journal News welcomes letters from its readers. Letters should be be as
short as reasonable and typed ifpossible. Although names may be withheld on request, all
letters should be signed and include a phone numberfor verification. Anonymous letters will
not be printed. All letters are subject to editing for spelling, punctuation and grammar.
However every effort will be made to maintain the original intent of the writer.
Letters should be mailed to: Triangle Journal News, P.O. Box 11485, Memphis, TN
38111—0485 orfaxed to (901) 454—1411. Our e—mail address is TJNmemphis @AOL.com.

Candidate
Just

Gay

Needs

More

Than

Support

Editors Note: The following
letter was published in last
month‘s edition of this newspa—
per without proper attribution
due to a layout error. Rather
than simply attributing the let—
ter, we have elected to reprint
the letter in its entirety.
I read with great interest the ar—,
ticle penned by Ira L. King in the
March issue of TJN concerning
Gay representation on the Mem—
phis City Council and his desire
to run for office. While I admire
his courage and desire to seek a
council position, one must exam—
ine the state of politics in Mem—
phis and the state of the Gay
"community" in Memphis before
a successful campaign can be
launched.
As President Clinton has dem—
onstrated, a successful candidate
for public office must possess an
innate ability to be all things to all
people. Nolonger can someone
run for office and be elected
strictly on the fact that they are of
a certain sex, race or political
~ party. Democrats are learning, al—
beit slowly, that platforms based
on social issues alone no longer
meet the needs of a diverse elec—
torate. Likewise, Republicans who
run a campaign based on "family
values" alone alienate many vot—
ers. I believe that in 1998 in Mem—
phis, a campaign geared mainly
toward representing Gay—oriented
issues is destined to be unsuccess—
ful. Mr. King must develop a
stance on issues. that are "top—of—
mind" to voters in this city and
communicate his stance well. For
instance, how is the city going to
further combat crime and make its
residents feel safer? How does he
feel about city—county consolida—
tion? How are we going to pay for
much need renovation to many
city schools? These issues are
what Memphians want to know
about. Should he run as an openly
Gay candidate? Yes, absolutely.
Should Gay issues be the central
theme of the campaign? No. Such
a campaign might work in certain
sections of California or Massa—
chusetts or New York City, but not
Memphis. Not in 1998.
:
Secondly, King may need to
examine who his core supporters

‘would be. His article seems to be
indicating that "core" would be the
Gay community. I ask, what Gay
community? The so—called "com—
munity" in Memphis is so splin—
tered when it comes to politics that
it would be difficult to call this a
"core". Success in building this
core would require uniting all of the
different Gay factions behind some
common goals and interest. What
issue could bring together Lesbi—
ans who are concerned about
women‘s rights and health issues,
Gay business—owners, closeted
men and women willing to give
anonomous support, young Gay
men not even registered to vote,
PWAs, drag—queens, bar—flys, etc.,
etc., etc.? King may just have it—
employment. Almost everyone has
to work as a means of support and
few know first—hand about the
right—to—work statute King men—
tions in his article. King should use
this issue as a rallying point to help
bring every type of Gay person to
an epiphany about themselves and _
the state of politics in Memphis.
Forming a common interest with

the "community" will allow the
candidate to then share his views
on the other issues that the public.
as a whole is interested in . I think
we will find that we, as Gay people,
are just as concerned about taxes,
crime and schools as our straight
counterparts. We just aren‘t a
strong political lobby because no
one has tried to bring everyone to—
gether behind a common goal or
bond. Once the community" can.
solidify behind a candidate through
a common issue, the candidate can
then approach the masses.
Winning a council seat by any
openly—Gay person will still be dif—
ficult using this strategy or any
other. However, I firmly believe
that it can be done if the general
public can identify with the candi—
date, not because he or she is Gay,
but because he or she appeals to
some issue close to the heart or
pocketbook. 1998 might not be the
year, but it will happen and I think
sooner than many may expect ...
Shawn Gingrich
Memphis
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Switchboard
324—4297
24 Hours a Day
Live Operators Nightly 7:30 — 11 p.m.
Computer Voice—Mail Information
f at other times
Information, Counseling, Referral
A service ofthe Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
Center, a non—profit, federally tax—exempt organization. if
MEMPHIS
BEARS
Club Night:
Pipeline
Sat., May 9 — 10:15 p.m.
Wear Bear Gear (Hats, T—Shirts, etc.) If You Have It
All Bears & Bear Lovers Welcome...
Come Join the Bear Party!
Space donated as a public service of the Triangle Journal News
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a joyous "YES !"

& Much, Much More!
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UNITED CHURCH

OF

CHRIST

MACKENZIE
An Open and Affirming Church

Attorney At Law

celebrating the image of God in every person
and Ie sacred value of every human life
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2

Suite 2518
100 N. Main Street
Memphis, Tennessee 38103
901—526—0809
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Come and Visit Us!
Sundays at 9:00 & 10:30 am;. Wednesdays at 6:00 pm
246 South Watkins « 278—6786 phone; 278—2071 fax
Rev. Cheryl Cornish, pastor
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PosnlveADisabilityor Merely a Physical Cond’tior“Are you disabled under the act
"Why not reproduction?" Jus—
if you know that if you go out—
‘tice Stephen Breyer asked.
Commentaryby
Ira
L.
King
side, you‘d give the whole city
TJN Staff
Justice David Souter asked

HIV

a pregnancy to term and living
with a child who may or may
not already have the condition
erlér
whether Abbott‘s choice not to from conception. Medical sci—
ence is working very hard to in—
Sidney Abbott, 37of have children should be consid—
Bangor, Maine, is HIV positive. = ered a disability, pointing out sure that babies born to HIV
Is Abbott physically disabled?: that Abbott‘s "responsible positive mothers have every
Or, does she merely have a moral judgement" is not equiva— chance at survival and that they
medical condition which may or lent to "the physical limitations are able to lead meaningful and
productive lives.
may not be disabling. This is the that the statue speaks of."
The ramifications of the Su—
question taken up by the U.S.
Bennett«Klein, Abbott‘s at—
preme
Court‘s decision are po—
Supreme Court recently in the torney, replied that reproduction
tentially
huge. If the court rules
case of Abbott vs. Bragdon.
decisions are part of coping with
that
being
HIV positive is in—
Dr. Randon Bragdon‘is a den— HIV on a daily basis. "Repro—
deed
a
disability
then someone
tist. In. 1994 Abbott when to duction is not simply an act of
will
have
to
decide
at what point
Bragdon for treatment and was conception," Klein noted, argu—
it
becomes
a
disability.
Is it from
refused. Fearing transmission of ing that HIV infection is always
the
time
of
diagnosis?
Is
it when
the HIV virus, Bragdon said that a disability. #It also involves
knowledge
of
HIV
status
causes
he would treat Abbott in a hos— raising a child."
3
employers,
insurance
agencies
pital, but not in his office.
Actually, Justice Souter is
Abbott refused this offer and correct. The active word here is and healthcare providers to be—
sued Bragdon stating that her "choice." A decision not to bear have differently towards the vic—
rights had been violated accord— children is a personal moral tin than they would have had
ing to the Americans with Dis— choicésregardless of the physi— the victim been HIV negative?
abilities Act. That: law forbids cal condition that prompted that "Or is it when such status is be—
job and other discrimination choice, and not in and of itself a ing used as a reason for an in—
against the disabled, which it de— reason to claim disability. fected person not getting the job
fines as someone with a "physi— Women with HIV are having or insurance coverage he or she
cal or mental impairment that children every day. Likewise is seeking.
Maybe it‘s a matter of degree.
substantially limits one or more women with family histories of
If
the
life—challenging condition
of the majorlife activities".
cancer, epilepsy, mental retarda—
Abbott points out that having tion and a variety of other life— does not hinder the victim from
HIV caused her to rule out hav— challenging conditions are working, social activities, hav—
ing sex and giving birth, two forced to make the choice of ing sex or bearing children, then
very important "life activities." whether or not they should bear maybe it shouldn‘t be consid—
Abbott‘s lawyer argued that children. It is not the condition ered a disability.
If the door to this Pandora‘s
"major life activities" are func— itself that prompts the decision.
tions that pertain to day—to—day Rather, it is the willingness of box is opened will the flood
independent living," such as the parent(s) to take on the pos— gates break open and other life—
walking, talking andbreathing. sible consequences of carrying challenging diseases and condi—

tions latch on to the Americans
with Disabilities Act in seeking
reparation for what is perceived
as biased treatment by doctors,
employers, social service agen—
cies, etc.? Where will we draw
the line? And who will decide?
Justice Stephen Breyer ask,

bubonic plague?" Klein, an—
swered yes, and Breyer added,
"I‘d think so, too." Clearly the
Court is divided on the issue. A _.
decision is expected in July.
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Voice Mail 757—2794 ext. 326
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Counseling
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But learning to live ThroUgh it is easier thon you tink

Comecelebrate the Good News with us!
SundayChristian Education: 10A.M. SundayWorship& Holy Communion: 11 AM.
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~TFHIDNITTY
COMMUNITY CHURCH
The Rev. Timothy Meadows, M.Div., Pastor
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Important AIDS Re
SAN FRANCISCO — Taking
a different tack, scientists have.
identified the molecular mecha—
nism that boosts the body‘s natu—
ral defenses against HIV, a step
they consider key to winning the
war against AIDS.
Rather than focusing on sup—
pressing the spread of the human
immunodeficiency virus, HIV,
which causes acquired immune
deficiency syndrome, AIDS, the
University of California, San Fran—
~ cisco, researchers set their sights on
eliminating the lethal virus alto—
gether from infected cells.
Their goal is to minimize the
chances of drug—resistant strains of
the virus emerging, says Dr. Jay
Levy, professor of medicine, direc—
tor of the Tumor and AIDS Virus
Research Laboratory and a leading
authority on HIV.
Levy has done what he‘s been
urging others to do — focus on
what appears to be a natural ability ,
in some people to ward off the
deadly effects of the virus. Some
of them have remained healthy for
more than 15 years despite being
infected. Levy has devoted himself
to finding out why, convinced that
the answer would play a crucial
part in developing a preventative
vaccine.
Levy has been throwing cold
water on the recent upbeat reports

of success of "cocktail" drug
therapy,
thatwhilethetreat—
ment doesnoting
suppress
HIV progres—
sion in infected individuals, it fails
to address the main issue oferadi—
cating the lethal microorganism so
it can‘t cause any future harm.
Says Levy, "I believe the
present approach to controlling
HIV
is doomed
fail. Theresystem
is no
restoration
of theto immune
inthe treated people, and the virus
will
eventuallybecome resistant to
the drugs."
This has already started to hap—
pen,
says
Levy, who warns
that
unless
adifferentapproach
is
taken,
"we will ofseeAIDS
the return
toanda large
number
cases
the
transmission
ofdrug—resistant
viral
strains."
He feels ultimate success rests
on harnessing whatever mecha—
nisms are at play in the naturally
immune individuals.
The promising news, announced
at the annual meeting of the Fed—
eration
ofthe American
Experimental
Biology inSociety
San Fran—of
cisco,
is thatthethemolecular
UCSF team
hasof
foundboth
basis
this natural immune response and
a mechanism
that enhances
Sharon Stranford
ofUCSFit.says
one study
showed
edly
exposed
to HIV80peoplerepeat—
through risky
sex and intravenous drug use did

**

. not become infected because of
theirbodies‘ abilities tomarshal the
forces
ofspecializeddisease—fight—
ing
white
blood cells called CD8+
‘g
lymphocytes.
Books &More for Women & Their Friends
Says Levy: "We think this im—
930
South Cooper, Memphis, TN 38104 (901) 276—0282
munity results from exposure to
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low amounts of virus, which is
enough to get the cellular immune Ready to Own Your Own Business??
antiviral
sequent response
exposuregoing.
than Each
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Edward
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a second study
re— the
heart of Midtown with astrong reputation and
vealed amolecularconnection
that
enhances
this
antiviral
response.
stable customer base is looking for new owner(s)
He says, "We found when — with
energy, visionand capitalto helpthe business
CD8+ cells were exposed to mac—
rophages
a CD86 their
mol— grow and thrive.
ecule onexpressing
their surface,
W Great Customers
antiviral action was amplified."
Key
warriors
on
the
immune
W Dedicated Staff
system front, macrophages boost
W Extensive Inventory
the function ofCD8+ cells.
Says Barker: "We‘ve shown the
W Established Trade and
molecules on the surface of the
Professional Relationships
macrophages play an important
role in enhancing this response and
W Computerized Inventory System
that
the
CD86
molecule
is
a
criti—
cal factor, something not previ—
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ouslyFurther
known."studies corroborating
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and expanding upon these findings
— Contact Audrey at
could
provideadirection
fordevel—
276—0282, FAX (901) 276—0553 or
oping drugs to prevent progression
of HIV infection into full—blown e—mail at AMeristem @aol.com for Details
AIDS, the researchers say.

1349 Autumn —

274-801 0

Every Thursday 1—7 p.m. — 2—for—1 Well Drinks
Fridays & Saturdays 11:30 p.m. — Misty & Company (No Cover)
Sunday Early 1—4 p.m. — Bloody Mary $1.75
Sunday Late 10 p.m.—Close — WOLFY — Dance Your Booty Off
or
Have a Cocktail & Just Listen to Some Gneat Music
10

p..m.-Close...r

DOMESTIC BEER $1.75
ALL WELL DRINKS $1.75
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based health—care provider in the
country for Lesbians.
The connection to the hospital,
proponents
say, could give Lesbian
NEW YORK (AP) — For 20
patients
more
comprehensive in—
years, Nayla Rolle lived with a
surance and better access to spe—
‘paralyzing pain that doctors dis—
cialists.
missed as stress—related.
"We want women to come in
It wasn‘t until the Brooklyn so—
here
and feel uninhibited about
cial worker started seeing Joan
their lifestyle," says Waitkevicz.
Waitkevi¢cz — a specialist in Les—
Gay Women‘s Focus is: a pri—
bian health issues — that her ail—
mary
care provider —and gives re—
ments were diagnosed correctly, as
ferrals. Although the clinic was
createdto address Lesbian health
"
issues,it is not exclusive to Gay
Will Return
women. Since opening in 1996, it
has
treated more than 3,000 pa—
Next Month
tients, 30 percent of them Lesbi—
ans, according to clinic staff.
[f Mr. Astor and the
There are similar hospital—based
clinics,
often AIDS—related, that
Lady . have Recuporaled, !
focus on Gay men‘s health.
Experts say Gay women have
MPFS from thejet lag created. by ‘>
special medical concerns: They
thei recent trip to Munich)
may be at higher risk of develop—
ing coronary disease, breast and
colon cancer, and some vaginal in—
fections, research shows.
And sexual practices can have
an effect. Teresa Cuadra, the
center‘s gynecologist, says many
Lesbians may go years without vis—
iting a gynecologist, for example,
because they think they are not at
risk from sexually transmitted dis—
eases.
"Perhaps more than any other
group of women, Lesbian women
particularly suffer from invisibility
in terms of health care issues," says
Kate Kendell, executive director of
the National Center for Lesbian
Rights, a lobbying group.
Advocates have made gains in
recent years in getting the medical
community to take notice.
At Gay Women‘s Focus, the
priority is helping women who
have been afraid to see a doctor or
acknowledge their sexuality.
Robert G. Newman, president of
the Greater Metropolitan Health
Systems Inc., who proposed the
clinic in 1994, says Lesbians have
had "special difficulty accessing
sensitive, compassionate care."
A small sign reading "GWF" is
the only marker outside the office
at Beth Israel where Waitkevicz
treats patients.
‘"We don‘t want to label people
WHILE YOU STILL CAN.
By Maria F Durand
Associated Press Writer

lupus and asthma.—
"Other doctors saw me as a
young woman of—color, a Lesbian,
and they couldn‘t get beyond what
I was saying," says the 41—year—old
Rolle.
Waitkevicz, who began seeing
Rolle nine years ago while she was
in private practice, is now director
of Beth Israel Medical Center‘s
Gay Women‘s Focus. Health—care
workers say"it is the first hospital—

Drugs, alcohol and depressionare the first problem....
problemis finding a treatment center where you can safely be your
self and talk about the things you need to.
Fortunately, Pride Institute, the nation‘s leaderin providing mental
health &addiction treatment for the gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender
communities, has a number of programs nationally.
¥ PRIDE
INSTITUTE
$00—54—PRIDE
Medicare and most insurance plans cover our programs.
e—institute.co
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completely safe to come out," says
Marj Plumb, director of. public
policy for San Francisco‘s Gay and
Lesbian Medical Association.
When they do seek:—care it may
be unequal, according to the
American Association of Physi—
cians for Human Rights. In a 1994
survey by that group, 67 percent of
doctors and medical students said
they knew of a Lesbian, Gay or bi—
sexual patient who had received
substandard care or had been de—
nied care because of sexual orien—
tation.
A number of recent develop—
ments, besides Beth Israel‘s pro—
gram, suggest that may be
changing:
— The Women‘s Health Initia—
tive, a long—term study by the Na—
tional Institutes of Health, will
include a question about sexual ori—
entation on its questionnaire. The
study of about 164,000 women
seeks to determine the effects of
diet and hormone replacement
therapy on several diseases.
— The National Academy of
Science‘s Institute of Medicine is

completing a report on the need for
research on Lesbians‘ health.
— The American Medical As—
sociation has written policy papers
urging physicians to pay closer at—
tention to Lesbians‘ health issues.
Such moves, says Waitkevicz,
give "those of us who want to teach
professionals on the importance of
Lesbian health the encouragement
we need to keep doing our jobs."
It‘s a new chapter in a story that
started in the 1970s, as independent
Lesbian health clinics began pop—
ping up in cities. In the ‘80s, inter—
est in Lesbian health care waned
as activists‘ focus shifted to AIDS
advocacy.
The fight against AIDS had a
dividend for Lesbian health, how—
ever.
"One thing the AIDS movement
did was to expand from the self—
help experience to an interaction
with the health establishment,"
Plumb said. "We said we are go—
ing to fight you to treat us better,
and learned the language and held
our own."

Pensacola‘s Memorial
Weekend ‘98

The largest growing Gay men stay on the beach while the buses
and Lesbian beach party in the run back and forth. from
south is at Pensacola beach, Pensacola hotels, bars and busi—
(50,000+ queers can‘t be wrong), nesses. During the day and at
and is back in full swing to bring night you will be able to party
you more for your vacation plea— worry free because the Rainbow
Express will run to the bars and
sure.
Besides the scantly clad boys parties at night as well.
You will be able to bring your
and girls glistening in the hot
beach
gear —on the buses/trolleys
weekend sun smelling like cocoa
oil, one can feel Gay/Lesbian and for those of you who want to
pride flying high while showing set up tents early in the morning,
off creative skills transforming you can drive your cars to the
Pensacola beach into a wonder— beach, unload, then park your car
ful and colorful tent city that at the Casino Beach parking lot
— would bring tears of delight to and hop the trolley back down.
any stylish queen‘s eyes. Those You will feel secure knowing
who live in Pensacola, wish to your car is in a safe place and
make your stay here more enjoy— , close enough should you need it
able and have been working very and without the hassles of the
hard by taking steps to relieve the past.
The Rainbow Express will be
major parking problems.
DeltaDyke Productions, along flying pride flags and have air
with wonderful sponsors, has conditioning so you won‘t sweat
coming in if that would be a bar— rented two buses for transporting unless you feel your temperature
rier to getting treatment," says people to the beach from pick—up/ rising because of the hot—looking
Waitkeviez, who was a founding drop—off points in .the downtown men or women next to you. There
member of New York‘s St. Mark‘s P‘ cola area. There, you will trans— will be portapots and dumpsters
Clinic, one of the first community— fer to one of the three trolleys at in parking lots along the Gulf Is—
based clinics for Lesbians. "We Casino Beach, taking you any— land National Seashore parking
have to be nonjudgmental."
where on the beach you would lots.
Pat Troy and her partner began like to go. And the price is right...
Jerry Eubanks of the National
seeing Waitkevicz more than 16 FREE !!!
Seashore and his staff have done
years ago, after Troy‘s previous gy—
You will be able to go from the a great job on rebuilding the
necologist molested her. "I was beach, hotels and bars with no beach so they deserve a big round
_ afraid to go to a male doctor after worry of getting stuck in traffic of applause. While in Pensacola
that," she says.
or sand or having to pay a fortune please‘ visit the sponsors of the
Such stories are common, ex— for a tow or giving the state of trolley and let them know how
perts say. In addition, Lesbians Florida money for a DUI ticket. you feel about the Rainbow Ex—
may avoid doctors for fear they will The Rainbow Express will run press. Enjoy your Memorial
be denied insurance or, with group from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. and from 8 weekend, and remember please
coverage, their sexual orientation
p.m. to 4 a.m. The 3 trolleys will play safe and have fun‘!
will become known at work.
"For some women it is still not

imscrmemenes
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evemersmisces
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__from4the planning process anyone _ the grounds that they— were. pornog—
What Werethe LesbianSexWa‘I‘S”
"** who wasn‘t in their view "pro—sex," raphy. Lesbians purchased them in—
anti—porn feminists. But stead at Gay bookstores, thus forging
Today, as Gay men wage sex etration or "dirty talk" in sex was 1981, the feminist art and literary primarily
other Lesbians also got left out ofthe an alliance with Gay men.
wars of their own, the fact that the taboo, a mimicking of aggressive magazine, Heresies, shook up the process, if they were perceived as By the early 1990s, there was a
Lesbian community also duked it male sexuality.
when itdevoted an en— "vanilla" and hence not rebels.
new generation ofLesbians, many of
out over sex in the not—too—distant Pornography was at the top of community
tire
issue
to
politically
incorrect
Battle lines were drawn, and some whom had never heard of the
past may get lost. Sixteen years many Lesbian—feminists‘ hatelist. sex. In one article, Amber of the excluded anti—porn feminists Barnard Conference, who embraced
ago, ataconference held atBarnard Citing statistics connecting rape
summed up 1970s engaged in a series of mean—spirited the culture introduced by Lesbian sex
College in New York City, activ— with the viewing of porn, groups Hollibaugh
feminism:
"You
didn‘t talk dirty tactics. Before the conference, for radicals without really understanding
ists brought the Lesbian sex wars like Women Against Pornography and you didn‘t want
example, they called Barnard‘s its history. Sex clubs for Lesbians,
to a feverish climax.
launched a campaign to ban porn couldn‘t talk about dirty....You
wanting
a
women‘s center to protest the par— complete with backrooms like those
The first battles in the Lesbian as discrimination against women. woman, except very loftily."
ticipation in the conference of in Gay men‘s clubs, for a time re—
sex wars occurred in the late 1970s, Some Lesbians were also staunch To pursue a frank discussion of "known sado—masochists." During placed the tamer women—only dances
when cultural feminism began to critics of Gay male porn because sexuality and challengethe Lesbian the conference, anti—porn groups ofthe 1970s. Strap—ons and butt plugs
dominate the movement. Cultural
picketed outside, handing out flyers entered the Lesbian lexicon, and
feminists talked about Lesbianism
targeting panelists by name.
Susie Bright (a.k.a. Susie Sexpert)
not as a sexual orientation, but as a
The day afterthe conference, the packed auditoriums with Lesbians
political choice and the logical ex—
newly—formed Lesbian Sex Mafia anxious to hear her ruminations on
tension of living as a feminist. In
held its first public speak—out. As 200 latex and labia piercing. But for those _
theory, any woman could be a Les—
women listened, volunteers stood up who couldn‘t identify with Bright,
bian as long as she was "woman—
to talk about their experiences. "I there was also JoAnn Loulan, whose
identified" and rejected men and
love sex rough," Dorothy Allison common—sense advice books guided
their patriarchal structures. This
boldly admitted, "and I have many many through the sexual ups and
take on Lesbianism resulted in a
police," aca— fetishes. If it‘s possible to do it, I‘ll downs of Lesbian relationships.
playing down of Lesbian sexual of its S/M content. What these demic and activist"sexfeminists
try it three times." Pat Califia openly
While they were volatile and po—
experience. Though plenty ofLes— women overlooked, though, was together to plan a conference,came
held
declared herself a sadist, "and that is larizing, the Lesbian sex wars opened
bians were having sex, they just that someLesbians liked pornog— under the auspices of Barnard not spelled r—a—p—i—s—t."
up a fuller discussion of sexuality
weren‘t talking about it publicly. : ‘raphy, both straight and Gay, and College‘s
annual
Scholar
and
the
The Barnard Conference divided within the Lesbian community, free—
For cultural feminists, "accept— found it sexually arousing. Lesbi—
Conference. "Toward a Lesbian—feminists into opposing ing women to say what they had been
able" Lesbian sexuality took on a ans wereeven daring to create their Feminist
Politics
of
Sexuality" opened on camps that continued to skirmish socialized not to say. In that way, the
narrow definition, which branded own porn, but cultural feminists April 24, 1982,
with 800 women in throughout the 80s, mostly in print. sex wars helped usher in a more di—
many sexual practices as "politi— viewed them as simply having attendance. Speakers
Battles over "porn" versus "erotica" verse era of Lesbian sexual expres—
bought into men‘s oppression of Moraga, Joan Nestle,suchasCherrie
cally incorrect" and the Lesbians women.
Esther
New—
were the most heated. Lesbian sex sion.
who enjoyed them as outlaws. S/
ton
and
Gayle
Rubin
explored
how
magazines like BadAttitude and On
David Bianco, M.A. will be ap—
M dykes were turned away from Self—identified Lesbian sex radi— feminists had oppressed each other Our Backs (a sly play on the name pearing
on Comedy Central‘s Win
music festivals, and the butch/ cals began raising their voices in by instituting rightand wrong waysf— .of the more politically correct news— Ben Stein‘s
at
Money on May 12 at
femme heritage of the 1950s and protest. Fiercebattlesragedin Les—__ tohave sex.Ironically,organizeros —paper, Off Our Backs) appearedon6:30
dnd 70:30p:‘m. He canbe __|
early1960swasdemeaned—or bian—feministrnewspapers and the conference engaged in a "femi— . thelandscape. Mme-198697 ~reached—care ofthis publication or ®
even denounced outright: Forsome magazines, most of which were nist fascism" similar to that which however,many women‘sbookstores at AriBianco@aol.com. For more |
Lesbian—feminists, anykind ofpen— controlled by cultural feminists. In they were protesting. They excluded refused to carry these publications on Past Out, visit www. gay.net.
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FESTIVAL

Saturday June 20th
Line up will begin at 1:00pm
Parade starts at 2:00pm
Festival at 3:00 — Overton Park Shell.

T-shlrts$15.00
Anygroup wantingtorent a float can call Dave Rice at
the CenterCity Float Factory (947—6129)
Pride

‘Lme up begingat 1:00pm on Monroe at Willett. The parade
will follow the same route as last year, only in reverse.
For information, contact Pride Chair, George Ettinger (381—1258)
or Co—Pride Chair, Greg Jordan (726—0987)
Visit our web site at www.memphisguide.com/pride/
@ Overton Park—Shell [festival)
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Philadelphians Argue over Extending

Benefits to Gay Partners

ing:
Council chambers were
packed with clerics and Gay
rights activists debating the leg—
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — council‘s committee of the
islation. Hecklers called Cardi—
whole
voted
the
legislation
out
Gay and Lesbian couples could
nal Anthony Bevilacqua a liar
get some of the health, pension :of committee late Apr. 22, but
as he spoke against the bills, and
and tax benefits that married without recommendation on the
couples do in the city, under a matter. The council may now. a jeer of "Sin!" greeted Rabbi
Yael Levy, a Lesbian.
package of bills that passed its consider the bills for first read—
Proponents say the bills are
first test by City Council:
a fair attempt to give Gays in
committed relationships the
same rights and benefits as mar—
ried couples, while opponents
say they threaten the traditional
family by sanctioning homo—
. sexual unions.
"The bills before you ... at—
feast for‘
tempt to do no less than create a
sense of moral, cultural and le—
gal
equality between marriage
Fri ﬁnds
and same—sex partnerships, so—
called life partnerships," said
Bevilacqua, archbishop of
Philadelphia, among the scores
of people testifying at the hear—
ing.
"The marital relationship
shared by husband and wife
constitutes the only true and
Mon., magi. f
lasting life partnership;"he said.
Sponsored by: Herb Zeman & Royce Wright
The bills would exempt ho—
mem
.mosexual.couples from the
Mon., Mayi8~~~~~~| city‘s real estate transfer tax —
as married couples are — when
Sponsored by: Kathy and Kelly Fish
one partner transfers property to
Ken Nelson
the other; ailow city employees
to designate anyone to receive
6 p.m., Dinner at 6:3o p.m.
their pension benefits; and ex—
tend
health benefits to life part—
$t. John‘s United Methodist
ners of city employees.
Church ~Peabody & Bellevue
City department heads said
they
the proposals‘ cost
Feast for Friends is a service ofFriends for Life to the HIV infected and affected wouldbelieve
be
minimal.
An estimated
community including people living with HIV orAIDS, their friends, caregivers,
100
Gay
or
Lesbian
family and friends. While the dinner is free, those who are able are requested to are expected to take employees
advantage
make a donation to offset expenses.
By Dinah Wisenberg Brine
Associated Press Writer

After about 12 hours of rau—
cous testimony filled with —
taunts, hisses and cheers, the

Living Woro
Christian Church
]. Kyle Dearen. Pastor
340 N.Garland
Memphis.,
TN 38104
Phone 276—0577
106 a.m.
Sunbay Evening
Morning
p.m.
Sunbay
Webpnesbay Evenmg 7 p.m.
Thou wilt keep /A»/m in

perfect peace,
whose mind is stayed on hee.
because he trusteth in thee.
Trust ye in the Lorp for ever:
for in the Lorp
JEKHOVAH /s everlasting strength.
Isaiah 26:3—4 KJV

Join us in worship as we share in His Strength!
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of the health benefits, added
Linda Seyda, the city‘s person—
nel director.
Bevilacqua was cheered by a

sitting here holding signs to—
day."
The Rev. Jeffrey Jordan, a
Gay minister from Metropolitan

hundred or more supporters who
crowded the chamber, holding

Community Church of Philadel—
phia, challenged opponents of
the bill who quoted from the
Bible.
"The Bible also says, ‘slaves,
obey your masters.‘ The Bible‘
said that women should be sub—
missive andquiet. The Bible
says if your right eye offends
you, pluck it out," Jordan said.
City Council President John
Street, a mayoral hopeful, op—
posed the measures. Similar leg—
islation failed in City Council

printed white and red placards
that said, "Protect Family. Vote
No!" Some waved Bibles.
Proponents of the bill carried
homemade signs that said: "Pro—
Family Pro—Gay," and "Jesus
didn‘t preach hatred and dis—
crimination. Why does Cardinal
Bevilacqua?" Bevilacqua de—
nied the church‘s position was
discriminatory.
A heckler yelled "Divorce!"
when William Devlin, director
of the Urban Family Council, a
coalition of churches opposing
the legislation, said, "Hetero—
sexual marriage. One man, one
woman for life, in all countries,
in all colors, in all centuries and
all races has been the norm for
6,000 years."
Family therapist, columnist
and radio personality Dan
Gottleib supported the bill, as
did Marie Summers, a Roman
Catholic in a Lesbian relation—
ship with a former nun and
presidentof Dignity,; a group for
Gay Catholics and their fami—
lies.
"The God in my heart tells
me that what Jesus said was to
love one another," she said.
"Realize that we are your sons
and daughters, and we are the
sons and daughters and grand—
children of many of the people

five years ago.
To date, 64 states and munici—
palities have passed domestic
partnership laws, according to
supporter Kevin Vaughan, ex—
ecutive director of the Philadel—
phia Commission on Human
Relations.
Mayor Edward G. Rendell
signed an order two years ago
that provides employment ben—
efits to Gay partners of non—
union city employees — five are
participating — and the union
representing
the
city
government‘s white=—collar
workers does the same. Ten are
using the benefits.
Some 69 colleges, including
Philadelphia‘s
Thomas
Jefferson University and the
University of Pennsylvania, and
229 corporations offer similar
benefits, Vaughan said.

New York Post Chooses
Fiction

Over Fact

~ A March 29 New York Post
editorial keeps with a tradition of
the newspaper ignoring reality in
order to suit the anti—Gay bias of
its editorial board.
In a previous editorial from
January 20, the Post demonized
Navy man Timothy McVeigh as
the wrongdoer when the military
ignored "don‘t ask and don‘t pur—
sue" by tracking him down
through his private America
Online screen name.
Claiming that "BOYSRCH,"
McVeigh‘s moniker presumably
meaning "boy search," "sounded
as though he were targeting for
his attentions the children of his
shipmates," the Post accuses
McVeigh of pedophilia.
The Mar. 29 editorial notes
that "the last time we raised this
issue, we were deluged with pro—
tests asserting that our ignorance
was showing because, in Gay—

speak, terms like ‘boy—watching‘
and ‘young stud‘ clearly refer to
young adults, not children. Nice
try, fellas, but we‘re not buying
it—and neither should anyone
else."
1
It claims that, "Whether or not
open Gays should be in the mili—
tary,
pederasts
certainly
shouldn‘t. Someone ‘searching
for ‘boys‘ who is also inquiring
about the children of his ship—
mates is someone worth investi—
gating."
Never mind that McVeigh was
discussing the welfare of kids be—
cause he was the co—chair of a toy
drive for children who might not
get other gifts at Christmas. Ig—
nore the truth that no one, except—
ing the Post, has ever suspected
McVeigh of anything relating to
inappropriate behavior with chil—
dren.
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"The Woman Storm"

— Ms. Furentino
"Midtown‘s Own Diana Ross"
Ms. Joann
with
Special Guest
Ms. Joanna Cox
Along with other Favorites
Show Time
11:30 p.m. & 1 a.m.
$2 Cover

SATURDAY NIGHT

'

:
"The
Trixie Thunderpussy
Show"
with
Ms. Fifi LaRue
Showtime — Midnight
$2 Cover
"Come Play with All Your
Trailer—ParkTramps

HAPPY HOUR
Every Day
with
:
"5 for $5°°
(Domestic Beer Only)
3 ~] p.m.

Olgies but Goodies‘
Every Wednesday
8—10 p.m.
5 for $6 — Miller Lite (7 oz.)
Come Dance to All Your
Old Favorite Tunes

THURSDAY SHOWS
10:30 p.m.
G
Following
f
Sissy Bingo
f with
Ms. Anita Cocktail
Ms. Shirley Knott
Ms. Joanna Cox

SIsSY BINGO
Every Monday
6—8:30 p.m. _
Every Thursday
— 8:30—10:30 p.m. —
IFS FRéeel _
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HOMOSEXUALITY

Nat A OM NOL A Sickness!
What does the Bible really
say about Homosexuality?
. Join Safe Harbor—MCC for a sermon
series on homosexuality and the Bible.
Lectures will be given at the 7 p.m. service.
Ti 31er ""~ ~ ==
—7t/
‘What is an abomination?
When in Rome.
The Old Testament, especially
Paul‘s message in the
the Book of Leviticus.
Book of Romans.
June 21st
June 14th _
Listening to the Good News.
Biblical translation.
"Whomever the Son makes
What does Malakoi mean?
Whatis Arsenokotai?

free is free indeedl”

For information aboutSafe Harbor—MCC church
in Jackson, TN

call (901) 427—1500.

Comeexperience the unconditional LOVE of God IN ACTION.
Safe Harbor — Metropolitan Community Church
P.O. Box 41691, Memphis, TN 38174 * (901) 458—0501 e SafeHMCC@aol.com
Worship: Sundays at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Meets in the "Chapel of the Good Shepherd"
Union Avenue U.M.C. at Union andCooper (Use the Union Avenue entrance.)
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Sad to

Say,

Happy to Hear

"/

By Butch Valentine
(AD
~‘ Sad to Say.:. It was bound to
happen sooner or later, I was just
hoping for later. The April results
of my lab work shows a decrease
in my T—cells and an increase in
my viral load. The T—cells dropped
to 346 from 487 and my viral load
went from 5,600 to 12,200.
Happy to hear... Sure I‘ m dis—
appointed, but I‘m not going to
worry about it. Scientists‘ goal is
to reach and maintain a clinically
undetectable viral load. However,
that is the ideal; unfortunately, this
is not an ideal world. If a patient
has reached undetectable levels
and then the count starts to rise, it
is an indication of drug failure. My
doctor and I agree the success of
drug therapy is also measured by
how you feel and if you are stay—
ing healthy. I am very pleased with
my cocktails. They are keeping me
healthy and active. If my viral load
continues to rise, or if I start feel—
ing like I used to, then I‘ll consider
alternatives.
Sad to Say... One of the major
obstacles to successful cocktail
therapy is the complicated sched—
ule for taking the numerous medi—
cations and remembering to take
them. No matter what I do, I have
managed to miss a dose here and
there. I am very diligent with my
pill schedule, but sometimes it
happens. The pharmaceuticals are
trying to simplify life for those
with HIV. Viracept, my protease
inhibitor, has been approved for
twice—a—day (BID) dosage. My
doctor has changed me from three
of those nasty, chalky pills every
eight hours to five every 12 hours.
It means I have to swallow ten pills
as opposed to nIne, nut hey, it‘s
only twice each day. Now all my
meds are every 12 hours. That
should simplify things tremen—
dously. If you are taking Viracept,
talk with your doctor about sim—
plifying your life. If you are tak—
ing AZT and 3TC, ask about
Combivir.
Sad to say... Wham! Pop singer
Georgios Kyriacos Panayiotou,
AKA George Michael, was ar—
rested for engaging in lewd con—
duct in a Beverly Hills park
bathroom. Though no details were
given by officials, it was noted he
was alone at the time. Hmmm.
George... didn‘t anyone tell you
Wham was the name of your
group, not something you do in
public facilities.
Happy to hear... Even hunks
have five—finger dates. "Wake me
up before you cum, boy..."
Sad to Say... POTUS Clinton
will one day learn that straddling
a fence on an issue will hurt him
in the end, by cracky. Acknowl—
edging needle exchange programs

decrease the rate of HIV infection
without increasing illegal drug
use, Clinton still will not authorize
federal dollars for a program that
would certainly save thousands of
lives. But he encourages state and
local governments to take on the
task. He‘s afraid that it would send
the wrong message to our youth.
Aw, come on! Almost half of all
new infections are linked to
needle—infected drug use. Is he
saying to our youth It‘s OK to kill
people when you know you can
prevent it? This is going to rank
right up there with the infamous
"Don‘t Ask, Don‘t Tell" fiasco.
There is much more I could say,
so many points to make, but just
thinking of this makes my T—cells
plummet.
Happy to hear... For the sec—
ond straight, er... rather consecu—
tive, year, philanthropist George
Soros has pledged $1 million big
ones to support the country‘s lo—
cal needle exchange programs. He
has also pledged matching funds
to encourage others to join this
effort.
Sad to Say... San Francisco
Sheriff Mike Hennessey reluc—
tantly served Cannabis Cultivators
Club founder Dennis Peron with
an order to close down the opera—
tion and to vacate the building.
The sheriff made it clear he op—
posed the order initiated by sate
Attorney General Dan Lundgren.
And to make things ever more in—
teresting, Peron and Lundgren will
face each other in the Republican
gubernatorial primary. The court
order was based on the sale of
marijuana to caregivers, rather
than the patients.
Happy to hear... Abraca—
dabra... the next day, the club re—
opened under a new name... the
Cannabis Healing Center. Califor—

nia is so000 interesting.
Sad to Say... When Seinfeld
goes off the air this month, I‘ll be
in mourning. To add to my mis—
ery, Ellen has been canceled, as
expected. But surprise, surprise...
Party ofFive?
Happy to hear... Maybe
George Michael could show his
own Party of Five.
Sad to Say... the Rock—and—
Roll Hall of Fame went to Cleve—
land, and Memphis, of course, is
dragging its feet on the Grammy
museum at the Pyramid.
Happy to hear... The show
must go on for the local chapter
of NARAS (National Academy of
Recording Arts and Sciences). For
the 13th annual Premier Players
Awards, the local version of the
Grammys, artists who have per—
formed at various Friends for Life
functions were well represented
with nominations. Joyce Cobb,
Nancy Apple White (The Cadillac
Cowgirl) and Jim Spake have all
performed at Feast for Friends,
while nominees Kelly Hurt and
Gary Johns were two of the sing—
ers in "A Holiday With Billie Holi—
day." Carl Wolfe, who as a
member of the Memphis Jazz Or—
chestra wrote special arrange—
ments for that show, was also
nominated for the woodwind di—
vision. Way to go, folks.
Sad to Say... Impotence! Erec—
tile dysfunction! It affects 30 mil—
lion men in the U.S. alone. It‘s
enough to make a grown man cry.
But the available treatments are
enough to make a grown man
shudder. Pumps! Injections! Pel—
lets that must be inserted into the
end of the penis! Ouch! Then
you‘re supposed to put on a con—
dom. Do you really think so?
Happy to hear... Drum roll,
please... introducing Viagra! The
first oral medication to treat im—
potence. Tests on more than 3,000
men showed Viagra could help
impotence associated with diabe—
tes, spinal cord injuries, prostate
surgery and even unexplained
causes. Even the name of the drug
sounds friendly. Needless to say,
sales are engorging... pun in—

iw

tended.
Sad to Say... Passengers from.
a Lesbian vacation tour almost
didn‘ t get to taste Bahama mamas.
About 300 angry (not to mention
ignorant) demonstrators met the
SS Seabreeze when the cruise ship
docked in Nassau, chanting "No
Gay ship" and with signs that read
"Keep your perversions in your
, bedroom." Remember the Cayman
Islands fiasco last December?
— Happy to hear... The passen—
gers were graciously greeted in the
Virgin Islands, ironically enough.
In contrast to a few days earlier,
the vacationers were met by a
small group of people with wel—
_coming placards and love beads.
Now the islanders just need to cre—
ate a wamboozle of a drink to get
more cruise biz. I don‘t want any
libation that begins with "virgin."
Sad to Say... This is the sad—
dest I have ever heard. Brian
«Stewart, from the St. Louis area,
has been charged with injecting his
son with HIV—tainted blood in an
attempt to avoid paying $267 a
month in child support. The child,
now 7, was discovered to have
full—blown AIDS when he was five
after a series of mysterious ill—

nesses. Officials say the boy is not
a hemophiliac, never had a blood
transfusion, and has no evidence
of sexual abuse. His family never
even had contact with anyone with
the virus. Before the child‘s di—
agnosis, the father had boasted to
his ex—wife he would never pay a
penny in child support because the
boy wouldn‘t live that long. _
Happy to hear... The boy is in
fairly good health and trying to .
lead a normal kid‘s life. He goes
to school when he feels well
enough, and plays T—<ball. The
death penalty was meant for SOBs
like Stewart.
eee
_
Sad to Say... The Easter Love
Line, a show of racial harmony by
joining hands to form a line of
unity from downtown Memphis
out to Germantown, was an inspi—
rational and ambitious endeavor.
Sadly, by predictably, it didn‘t
work out as well as hoped.
Happy to hear... Great .PR
though. The intentions were admi—
rable and a lot of effort went into
the event. But maybe next.time
they can get George Michael to
come to Memphis and show them
how to organize a Hands—Across—
Memphis type thing.
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"Militant

Lesbians" on

Parade?

In the "Personality Parade" col— women for the time being," Scott
umn of the Apr. 5 Parade maga— is bringing out the stereotype that
zine, gossip columnist Walter Scott being bisexual means having rela—
makes several bizarre assertions tions with men and women concur—
about openly bisexual rock star Ani rently, as opposed to what it really
means, which is having sexual in—
DiFranco and her fans.
The question asked of Scott is ‘terest in both genders, regardless
"I thought Grammy nominee Ani, of the number or genders of cur—
DiFranco was Gay. Now I hear rent romantic partners.
Third, the phrase "militant Les—
she‘s dating a guy. What‘s up?"
Scott responds, "DiFranco, 27, is bians" is meaningless, since Scott
bisexual. She won‘t say if the rela— fails to explain what these Lesbi—
tionship [with Andrew Gilchrist] is ans might be "militant" about, or,
monogamous or if she has given up for that matter, why bisexuality
_
women for the time being. Her would upset them.
By saying "may be upset," Scott
fans—many of whom are militant
Lesbians—may be upset by her reveals he is just speculating based
on his own preconceived notions.
current sexual preference."
Clearly, Scott harbors a host of While some LeSbian DiFranco
misconceptions about Lesbians and fans, and other fans, for that mat—
ter, may be upset by her being bi—
bisexuals.
First, by focusing on the issue sexual, many more are not, and
of monogamy, Scott assumes that they celebrate DiFranco‘s courage
bisex uals are more likely to be pro— to be honest publicly about her
miscuous than any of the hetero— sexual orientation.
Lastly, by calling her sexual ori—
sexual celebrities he discusses each
entation a "current sexual prefer—
week.
Second, by juxtaposing mo— ence," Scott seems to be under the
nogamy against "giv[ing] up wrong—headed impression that bi—

q

**

sexuality is a "phase" or a choice
undertaken by DiFranco, as op—
posed to a sexual orientation.

America‘s Affection?

20thObjectCentury
Fox‘s
new film,
The
ofMy
Affection,
starsa
Paul
Rudd
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George
Hansen,
young,
Gay schoolteacherliving in
NewWhen
York.
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breaks
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social
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quickly
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they
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falls
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disappointing to see Scott pack so
many misconceptions about bi—
sexuals into one gossip item.

Will a Gay Teacher Be the Object of

q

44x
ck
*Oct 4x *x**

For someone who has been in—
clusive of accurate Lesbian and
Gay celebrity talk in the past, it is

'

through Nina‘s pregnancy and
through George‘s new romance.
The Object of My Affection
compassionately explores the nu—
ances of George and Nina‘s rela—
tionship. From the numerous
scenes which show George in the
classroom interacting with his first—
grade students to those in which he
and Nina are most intimately con—
nected, George is shown to be a
character of integrity and person—
ality. He is comfortable in his
sexual orientation, and is a well—
liked and successful teacher.

Vince and Nina‘s stepsister both
© provide stereotyping comments,
but in a manner which serves only
to lessen their credibility.
In one scene, George and new
boyfriend Paul (Amo Gulinello)
kiss on the street, with no more fan—
fare than George saying, "T‘ll call
you tomorrow."
Unlike other recent films, the
kiss is less a shock than simply an
ordinary display of their affection.
Object shows many facets of the
community and many of the real
issues Gay men deal with.

Dentist Gets Okay to
Proceed with Sexual
Preference Bias Lawsuit
York University‘s Dental School in
By Samuel Maull
June 1991, and had received glow—
Associated Press Writer
ing evaluations until he ran into
Buchbinder.
NEW YORK (AP) — A dentist
"I don‘t know when he suddenly
who says he was forced out of Mt.
Sinai Hospital‘s oral surgery pro— became a dummy," Schwartz said
gram by a teacher who mistakenly rhetorically. He said Ferretti was the
thought he was Gay may proceed first dentist in the Mt. Sinai oral sur—
with a $140 million lawsuit, a Man— gery program‘s 55—year history to be
dismissed in the fourth and final
hattan judge has ruled.
State Supreme Court Justice year.
As for Buchbinder‘s alleged be—
Leland DeGrasse dismissed eight
of 11 claims that Dr. Alan C. lief that Ferretti is Gay, Schwartz
Ferretti, 32, madeagainst the hos— said his client "doesn‘t have a ma—
pital and the head of its oral sur— cho image. He doesn‘t talk like a —
gery residency program, Dr. Daniel football player, and he might be a
little more withdrawn than most oth—
Buchbinder.
—
But DeGrasse let live Ferretti‘s ers. »
Schwartz said Ferretti has "suf—
claims that Buchbinder violated his
rights due to beliefs about his sexual fered extreme humiliation and finan—
preference, interfered with his con— cial and professional loss resulting
tract with Mt. Sinai, and intention— from his termination from the pro—
ally caused him emotional distress. gram as a result of Buchbinder‘s
j
Ferretti‘s papers, filed last Au— actions."
Mel Granick, Mt. Sinai‘s spokes—
gust, accused Buchbinder of"vile, in—
decent and reprehensible conduct." man, said the hospital "emphatically
He said Buchbinder repeatedly called denies that any discriminatory or
him "nurse" and encouraged others other improper action on the part of
Dr. Buchbinder or any other action
. to do so, too.
Ferretti alleged that Buchbinder was involved in Dr. Ferretti‘s termi—
tried to set him up with women to nation from our residency program."
Granick said Mt. Sinai officials
date and made comments that im—
plied Ferretti was homosexual or ef— were happy that DeGrasse tossed
feminate, DeGrasse noted in his Mar. eight of Ferretti‘s claims. "We be—
lieve that the remaining claims are
26 ruling.
completely
without merit and we are
Ferretti‘s papers say the hospital
fired him in a letter dated July 1, confident that the evidence pre—
1996, saying he "failed to demon— sented at trial will show this to be
strate an acceptable level of profes— the case," he said.
Ferretti is now working for some—
sional competence and clinical
one else in Manhattan doing general
judgment."
This evaluation was contrary to dentistry, Schwartz said. He said
all others Ferretti had received from Ferretti would be making more than
teaching and supervisory staffin Mt. $200,000 a year as an oral surgeon
Sinai‘s oral and maxillofacial surgery but is making one—third of that now.
The lawsuit asks $20 million com—
program, his court papers said.
Ferretti‘s lawyer, Murray pensatory damages each from the hos—
Schwartz, said his client graduated pital and Buchbinder, and $70 million
sixth out of a class of 72 from New punitive damages from each.
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By Simon

LeVay,

Ph.D.

The Notion of Bisexuality
"Zeus came as an eagle to

survey of attitudes towards bi—

more environmental in origin is—

god—like Ganymede, as a swan
came he to the. fair—headed

sexuality among 229 hetero—
~sexual collegestudents. Most of
the students said they had no
bisexual friends or acquaintan—
ces and knew little about bisexu—
ality, yet 61 percent of the stu—
dents stated that they found bi—
sexual men unacceptable, and
50 percent found bisexual
women unacceptable. In con—
trast, only about 40 percent of
the students found Gays or Les—

widespread, even among aca—
demics. I was surprised, a

both."
These lines of poetry from
the days of imperial Rome sug—
gest that there‘s nothing new
about bisexuality, or the need
for bisexuals to assert their own

bians unacceptable. Bisexuality
identity. Bisexual men and
women enjoy a broader sexual — clearly aroused stronger antipa—
thy than homosexuality, espe—
experience than most people,
cially among heterosexual men.
but they also face unique prob—
Although many of the rea—
lems of identity and acceptance.
sons for biphobia are similar to
Negative attitudes towards
the reasons for homophobia,
bisexual people—sometimes
Eliason found some differences.
called "biphobia"—have sev—
Bisexuals are viewed as even
eral roots. One. common percep—
more preoccupied with sex than
tion, expressed particularly by
Gay men, is that bisexuals don‘ t — Gay men (as if that were pos—
sible!). Furthermore, there is
exist: that the label "bisexual"
much less willingness to believe
is simply a euphemism em—
that bisexuals are "born that
ployed by Gay people who don‘t
want to fully acknowledge their
homosexuality.
This perception is under—
standable enough, for many Gay
men do go through a phase of
‘calling themselves bisexual. In
a 1994 Advocate survey, 40 per—
cent of men who identified as
Gay said that they described
themselves as bisexual at a
younger age. Since true male bi—
sexuality is not very common,
the majority of men who call
themselves bisexual are prob—
ably in the Gay coming—out pro—
cess. Still, some men are true
lifelong bisexuals. Among
—

women, bisexuality is decidedly
more common than among men,

way," compared with Lesbians
or Gay men. This could well be
a significant factor in the preva—
lence of biphobia. I say this be—
cause, in the case of homosexu—
ality, the belief in the "born that
way" theory is strongly corre—
lated with positive attitudes to—
wards Gay people, and two
studies have shown that provid—
ing people with evidence sup—
portive of the "born that way"
theory makes them more Gay—
friendly.
The notion that bisexuality is

tive attitudes towards bisex uals
expressed by heterosexual
people. Michele Eliason of the
University of Iowa College of
Nursing recently conducted a

as we find out that there are grey
cats the genetic theory of fur

ring Gay and straight worlds?
These questions are for bisexu—
als themselves to decide. Per—
haps they need to complete the
former task before they tackle
. the latter.
Simon LeVay, Ph.D., is well—
known for his research on the
"Gay brain." He is the author
of The Sexual Brain, City of
Friends (with Elisabeth Nonas),
and Queer Science (MIT Press,
1996), and the biomedical
thriller Albrick‘s Gold (Richard
Kasak Books, 1997). He may be
reached at SLeVay@aol.com.
For more Queer Science col—
umns, visit www.Gay.net.

color goes out of the window.
In reality, of course, genes can
set up a broad continuum of fur
traits.
Having said that, I do confess
that biologically oriented seien—
tists such as myself have over—
simplified the spectrum of
sexual orientation, breaking the
population down into "Gay" and
"straight" where more subtle
gradations are called for. Sim—
plification is often necessary to
make progress, but when sim—
plification is perceived as over—
simplification, that‘s a signal
that it‘s time to go to the next
level of complexity. In the case
of sexual orientation, that means
focussing specifically on the
development of a bisexual iden—
tity.
The scientific questions
about bisexuality are paralled by
political questions. Should bi—
sexual men and women empha—
size their differences from either
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although the exact numbers vary
greatly depending on the kind of
definition that is used.
_
Another complaint made
against bisexuals by Gay men is
— that they are promiscuous, have
more than one partner at a time,"
‘or don‘t engage in long—term re—
lationships. Of course, Gay men
themselves are not famous for
their monogamous ways, so this
is a case of the french fries call—
ing the burger greasy.
More puzzling are the nega—

couple of years ago, when a
well—known queer theorist said
to me "How can sexual orienta—
tion be genetic—what about bi—
sexuals?" According to that
point of view, we could believe
that a cat‘s fur color is genetic
as long as there are only black
cats and white cats, but as soon

L.
O
W
B

— [41 |1 |m |O |z |O |O

mother of Helen. So there is no
comparison between the two
things; one person likes one,
another likes the other; I like

Gay or straight people, and seek
to develop their own bisexual
identity and culture, or should
they see themselves as the go—
betweens, the natural bridge—
builders between the ever—war—
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from a previous marriage.
Deep Inside

IIICDDJLWWCDGDD
by Romeo San Vicente
Mlckeyin Drag
This summer‘ s animatedDisney
blockbuster features an untikely
heroine: a cross—dressing Chinese
woman. Mulan chronicles the title
character‘s unlikely trek from girl
to warrior.
Using her ailing father‘s draft
notice, Mulan disguises herself as
— a man and leads her country to vic—
tory in a battle against invading
Huns. Ming—Na Wen (The Single
Guy) voices Mulan, while Eddie
Murphy tries to top Robin Williams
as the "guardian" dragon, Mushu.
And how much more Gay—friendly
can you get than Harvey Fierstein,
also in the cast?
Get ready for the promotional
blitz already underway out here —
one sunset Boulevard building has
already been repainted as a bill—
board for the film.
Baby Makes Three
Madonna has reportedly re—
cruited Carlos Leon to father an—
other child for the 39—year—old diva,
who thinks it‘s time toddler
Lourdes had a sibling. Leon, a
struggling actor, was said to be re—
luctant about repeating his most
famous role as Madonna‘s impreg—
nator, even holding out for mar—
riage. But when Madonna made it
clear that wasn‘t going to happen,
Leon acquiesced.
Though she says she has no
other firm acting commitments be—
sides the Nicholas Hytner (The
Madness of King George ) screen
version of Chicago, which will co—
star Goldie Hawn, Madonna is said
to be interested in Under Girls,
about five working—class gals from
Brooklyn (are there any other
kind?).
Mad About Ellen
With her ABC series cancelled,
Mad About You producers say they
would love to have Ellen
DeGeneres join their cast next sea—
son. DeGeneres guest—stars on the
season finale of the NBC show as
a "chatty caterer" who baby—sits
little Mabel Buchman, and produc—
ers say they would be interested in
making her character a recurring
one. DeGeneres‘s crossover visit
coincides with million—dollar
woman Helen Hunt‘s guest
ance on the season finale of Ellen.
Meanwhile, Ellen‘s coming—out
episode was honored recently with
a prestigious Peabody Award,
which honors media pioneers.
Fill in the Box(ers)
Alleged
screenwriting
wunderkind Matt Damon of Good
Will Hunting fame has signed on
to replace Antonic Sabato Jr. as the

Bette does Bette
. Bette Midler is in talks with a
British producer to star in a pro—
posed Broadway musical remake
of Whatever Happened to Baby
Jane, the 1962 camp film classic
starring Bette Davis and Joan
Crawford as sisters. Midler would
fill Davis‘ role.
Birthday Suit?
expected,
Leonardo
DiCaprio is suing Playgirl , seek—
ing unspecified damages from the
magazine for its planned publica—
tion of nude photographs of the
actor.
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CA de
Leonardo DiCapr/o
The pictures show full frontal
nudity, and DiCaprio is miffed,
among other things, that the "la—
dies‘" magazine won‘t reveal its
source for theglossies. In his suit,
DiCaprio says word of the nude
pictures surfacing has caused him
"shame, mortification, hurt feel—
ings, emotional distress, embar—
rassment, humiliation and injury to
his privacy and peace of mind."
It can‘t be that small, can it?

Tube Talk
It hasn‘t been a good month for
Gay—friendly TV. Besides Ellen‘s
questionable future, it appears that
Crazy
Cybill and possibly The Nanny
That would be the best way to
might be history..
Cybill Shepherd‘s eponymous describe Oscar—nominated Gus
comedy is all but dead, as CBS has Van Sant‘s plan to remake the
already pulled the show from its Alfred Hitchcock classic, Psycho.
schedule. And ratings for The The openly Gay director will use
Nanny have slipped noticably this the master‘s original script (includ—
season, leading to speculation that ing the same dialogue and camera
angles). Of course there will be a
it too will be canned.
NBC, meanwhile, was hoping to hip new "Gen—X" cast and Van
have Wonder Woman ready for its Sant will film in color. How origi—
fall schedule, but a well—publicized nal.
nationwide search for the next
Penis Envy
Lynda Carter turned up nothing,
leaving the show on the shelf for
Though you won‘t find me
now. Unable to find an unknown complaining, Hollywood has cer—
to twirl the golden lariat, produc— tainly developed a preoccupation
ers are said to be considering with the penis when filming those
Alexandra Paul (Baywatch) and B— ‘90s "costume epics." First there
movie queen Julie Strain, whose 6— were the anatomically ridiculous
foot—3 frame would certainly befit Batsuits in last summer‘s Joel
an Amazon princess.
Schumacher laughfest Batman and
Speaking of Amazons, dyke Robin. Now comes word that the
heroine Lucy Lawless of Xena loincloth for this summers Tarzan
fame recently married her show‘s movie will be longer in front and
executive producer, Robert Tapert. shorter in back.
No word on who wears the leather
Or so brags Casper Van Dien
pants in that family, which includes (Starship Troopers), who will play
Lawless‘ nine—year—old daughter the Lord of the Apes in the latest
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adaptation of the Edgar Rice.
Burroughs novel. Van Dien also
reports he has slimmed down to a
29—inch waist for the first time since
high school in preparation for the
role. Well, at least he‘s smart
enough to know what got him this
far.
Romeo San Vicente, who wishes
more would come in between him
and his Calvins, can be reached
care of this publication or at
RSVicente@aol.com. For more
Deep Inside Hollywood, visit
www. Gay. net.

“Hi
Casper Van Dien
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Talking Personals! Hundreds of guys to choose from! Gall Now!

TIME OF MY LIFE Young male seeks
someone to give—me .the time of my
life. You should be 18 to "Rt:
(Fayetteville) #11226

SAY NO MORE I‘m looking for a
young, hung man, for sex and love.
Give. me a call so we .can. meat.
B13442
4
\

‘VE GOT THE MOVES I‘m an 18—
year—old dance major. Get in touch
with me if you like to have a good time.
(Preston) @ 16688

WALKING IN MEMPHIS This educat—
ed, sports—minded White Male, 42,
seeks masculine Black Males, 40—60,
who are fun, conversational, and hon—

RODEOS AND ROMANCE I‘m a 30—
year—old White Male, 5°6", 175 lbs.,
brown hair, brown eyes, with a mus—
tache and goatee. I‘m looking for a
Gay White Male, 25—35 years old, who
enjoys hunting, fishing camping, and
especially rodeos. 414898

WAY TO TREAT A LADY—Handsome,
well hung, Black male, 6ft, 215lbs,
seeks Transvestites who love to dress
up in women‘s clothes. Call me and
get with a real man. (Memphis)
#13129

est. | live in eastern Arkansas; but visit

lgemphis often. Let‘s talk! (Memphis)
1547
WHAT SHOULD HAVE BEEN I‘m a
Married, White male, but I should have
been born a girl. I‘m a sexy
Transvestite who loves to get dressed
up in nylon and tight spandex, to
entice my man. | love big men, with
large endowments, who know how to
treat a lady right. Sometimes | need to
be pampered, sometimes | need to be
punished. I‘ll leave all of that to you.
(Jonesboro)

AIMING TO PLEASE I‘ma Gay White
Male in my 40‘s, new to the area and
looking for friendship and possibly
more. I‘m Professional, well—educat—
ed, and have a slender build and short
brown hair. 1 aim to please, no strings.
1
(Memphis) #17447

OUT OF THE COUNTRY This small,
slender, country boy, 20, 555, 115ibs,
with long, Blond hair, Brown eyes, and
a milky, White compleXion seeks a
Single, White male, who can take me
out of this small town and show me a
real good time. I like drawing, art, and
the outdoors. (Henderson) #13144

RECEIVING LINE Nice looking, Black
male, 25, with a medium build, seeks
a tall, Black male, over 6ft, who loves
to give, in every way, because | love to
be on the receiving end. (Jackson)
#12177
A BEAUTIFUL FRIENDSHIP This
beautiful, Black male, bottom, 55,
140lbs, seeks a beautiful, Black, dom—
inant top, 5°8 to 6‘3, who is fit, healthy,
and into very hot times. (Memphis)
213618
INTERESTING ENDEAVOR I‘m a
good natured guy searching for inter—
esting people to strike up friendships
with. A relationship is possible if | meet
the right man. (Memphis) #14383

together. (Nashville) #11610
FACIAL HAIR FETISH Very mascu—
line, 32 year old, White male, 5‘7,

SOMETHING WILD This young,
horny, White male, 5‘4, 150lbs, seeks
hot guys for wild times. 711226

150lbs, with sandy, Blond hair, a mus—
tache, and a smooth, cut chest, seeks
tops with facial hair, who are under 6ft
tall, and weigh less than 200lbs. I‘m
not into the Gay lifestyle but am very
comfortable with myself. I enjoy trucks,
stereos, movies, eating out, and much
more. (Memphis) #11719

SPREAD EAGLE I‘m a submissive
Gay White Male, 35, 200 lbs., waiting
for a muscular, smooth man to satisfy
. 815140
COUCH CARESS This handsome,
muscular, White male, 5‘8, 175ibs,
with Brown hair and Green eyes, new
to the area, seeks other fit, attractive,
White or Hispanic males, for fun and

SEEKING SOMETHING SPECIAL?
I‘m a Single Gay White Male, 45, 6‘2",
198 lbs., hairy, built, well—endowed,
with brown hair, green eyes, and a
mustache. | have a Master‘s in music
and do massage work in my area. I‘m
looking for a serious—minded individual
to be a friend, a travel companion, and
maybe more. No head—gamers, jok—
ers, or phonies. | want to meet a nice,
decent Guy. (Memphis) 47093

friendship. I love horseback riding, the
outdoors, and cuddling in front of the
fire watching a video. (Little Rock)
213802

BLACK ENCOUNTER This sexy,
Black male, neither top nor bottom, but
very versatile seeks to meet other
Black men for stimulating and positive,
Black encounters. I‘ll travel within a 20
mile radius of Little Rock for a promis—
ing prospect. (Little Rock) #12914
ARTS AND ADVENTURE This good
looking, tall, dark haired, hairy, White
male, loves to be outdoors meet new
people enjoy the arts, and spend
quiet evenings at home. Let‘s get to
know
each.
other.
(Fayetteville)
213833

Mr o

to

WHERE IS THE LOVE? | guess I‘ve
been looking for love in all the wrong
places because | haven‘t been able to
find it! This attractive, 38 year old,
White male, hopes you‘ll call soon.
#13479

1—800—716—2868
$1.99/Min. Must Be 18+
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.A FRIEND INDEED I‘m an attractive
and outgomg Gay Male, 33, 58", 135

lbs., with black hair and brown eyes.
I‘m hoping to make a few new friends
in the area. Let‘s connect. (Fort Smith)
414876

AGAIN AND AGAIN Handsome, 53
year old, Gay, White male, 6ft, 160lbs,
with Salt and Pepper hair, a mustache,
and cleft chin, seeks another fun lov—
ing guy for good times. I‘m definitely a
bottom so it‘d help if you like to take
charge. I enjoy the outdoors, garden—
ing, movies, reading, music, and quiet
nights at home. (Fayette County)
22376
ALL IN A LIFETIME Fit, good looking,
28 year old, White male seeks anoth—
er attractive White male 23 to 32,
who enjoys movies, biking outdoor
sports, and spending long nights

BIG IS BEST | get off on men with big
pieces of meat, no matter their race or
age. I just lovea well hung guy. | like
being on top, being on bottom, or both.
Let‘s compare size and play.
(Blytheville) 210508

THE BEST OF TIMES Young, White
male, seeks hot man, 18 to 21, to give
him the time of his life. Let me take
care of you, boy. (Paragould) #11226

JUST YOU AND ME Healthy, profes—
sional, smoke and drug free, Gay,
White male, 53, 56, 145lbs, with Grey
hair and Brown eyes, is home orient—
ed, neat, nurturing, and affectionate.
I‘m interested in politics, travel, the
arts, reading, and more. I‘d like to —
meet a‘ retired,. or professionally
mobile, Gay, White male, of any age,;
for a s’rictly monogamous relation—
ship. (Memphis) #12364

ME AND MY BIG MOUTH I‘m a 28—
year—old Male, 59", 130 lbs., orally—ori—
ented and a bottom, looking for an in—
shape, masculine top between 18 and
35 who doesn‘t want a relationship,
just a really good time. I‘m easy to get
along with. Find out for yourself!
©9329
READY TO GET REAL? I‘m an Italian
Male, 39, a sincere, loving university
professor looking for someone nice.
I‘m tired of games and am ready for a
real relationship with someone age
18—40 in my area. (South Haven)
216153
ARE YOU OUT THERE? I‘m a Bi
White Male, 30 years old, looking for a
friendship, or maybe even more, in the
Nashville area. | want someone to
hang out with. (Nashville) #17364

FRISKY FRIEND This frisky, White
male, seeks another guy, 18 to 28, for
hot times. (Memphis) 214063

POSSIBLE LIVE—IN Friendly, Gay,
Black male, a youthful 46, 57, 165ibs,
with a slim build, medium, Brown skin
MANLY IN MEMPHIS This rugged,
and Brown eyes, seeks a Gay, White
White male, new to Memphis and the
or Asian male, for friendship, dating,
Gay lifestyle 40, with Brown hair and
and a possible live—in relationship. |
eyes, seeks another masculine, out—
enjoy television, movies, music, the—
ater, the arts, dancing, and much — doorsy guy, 35 to 50, who‘s financially
more. A light drinker is fine but no secure and interested in manly pur—
suits like camping and fishing.
smoking, please. (Memphis) 713880
(Memphis) @11988
CELEBRATE EVERY DAY I‘m inter—
GOTTA
FIND OUT This curious, White
ested in someone, 27 to 45, who‘s tall,
male, 37, 5‘8, 170lbs, would like to
dark, and who enjoys life. It wouldn‘t
meet a Gay couple for a new experi—
hurt if you were also handsome, but I
ence. (Memphis) 211914
won‘t hold you to that. (Jackson)
EXCITED ABOUT LIFE My name is
212718
Chris. I‘m a White Male in my late 40‘s
SAFE BUT SEXY This well hung, 50—
who has an attractive yet rugged look.
ish, White male, 5511, 185lbs, seeks
I‘m seeking masculine men between
someone, 30 to 40, for some hot, safe 30—40 for friendship, good times and a
sex. (Memphis) @12028
long term relationship. @17222

I WANT YOU I‘m a Gay White Male, 33
year old, 511", 165 lbs, blonde haired,
blue eyed hunk with a goatee, mus—
tache. I‘m seeking other hot Guys in
Nashville for friendship or possible
long — term relationship. (Nashville)
#17717
AT THE WATER‘S EDGE I‘m a Gay
White Male, 24, 57", 340 Ibs, with
short blond hair and hazel eyes. | like
to dance, eat, ride around, and go to
the lake. I‘m hoping to meet a Single
White Male, 20—35, for friendship and
.a possible long—term relationship.
Looks are unimportant. (Harrisonville)
#17322
SMOOTH OPERATOR This good
looking, 30 year old, White male,
seeks someone for oral service, at
their place, after work. You should be
18 to 35, have a smooth body, and
preferably
be
in
the
military.
(Clarksville) 214181
UNDER THE BIG TOP This moderate—
ly hairy, athletic Gay White Male, 59",
170 lbs, with brown hair and brown
eyes is looking for big tops for friend—
ship and fun. I‘m a hot bottom who
enjoys sports, social drinking, and
relaxing at home. (Nashville) #17062
WHAT‘S THAT PEEKING OUT? This
Single Male, 41, is looking for hairy,
uncut Men who enjoy the simple
things in life. | like to read, bike, go to
movies, dine out, or just stay at home
with someone special. | really like to
see hair sticking out of a Guy‘s shirt

(Memphis) ©16202
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THE TAN MAN This discreet, safe,
good looking, 20 year old, White male,
‘11, 168lbs, with Brown hair, Brown
eyes, and a great tan, seeks a similar
guy, who doesn‘t smoke, for good times
and stuff. (Memphis) #1027

INCREDIBLE SHRINKING MAN Hot
booted cowboy, 6‘5, 215lbs, with a
short crewcut, trimmed mustache and
beard, and a well built, hairy body, is
into unusual fantasies. Lately, I‘ve been
thinking about finding a well built man
and pretending I‘m 3 inches tall so |
can easily explore every inch of him. I
wear size 12D boots. (Memphis)
B11111

HOT BOTTOM GUY This 28 year old
Gag White Male is 5°9" tall and weighs
170 pounds. He‘s looking for a hot top
Guy. Call today! #1706
GET A JOB Siim, sexy, Single, White
male, 20, 5‘5, 110lbs, with longish,
Blond hair and Brown eyes, into the
outdoors, long trips, music, and dirt
bikes, seeks an employed, Single,
White male, 24 to 40, with similar inter—
ests. (Memphis) 214238
WARM EMBRACE Handsome, 29 year
old, White male, 5‘9, 135lbs, with Blond
hair and Blue eyes, seeks a White
male, 18 to 28, who‘s trustworthy, hon
est, and wants to be friends or more. I
enjoy dining out, outdoor activities, and |
cud (288 in front of the tv. (Jackson) |
#11

PICKING UP SPEED I‘m a Gay White
Male, 48, 59‘, 180 lbs, in search of a
Man with a good sense of humor and
self for a relationship or whatever
comes up. Age and race are unimpor—
tant. Hey, once you‘re over the hill, you
pick up speed. (Columbia) T16652

TAKE IT EASY Me and my partner, in
our mid 40‘s, live on a farm outside
Clarksville. We‘re around 5‘11, 170lbs,
nice looking, laid back, and fun loving.
We‘re into light smoke and drink. We‘d
like to meet other guys seeking fun
times, and safe sex, without any com—
plications. (Clarksville) 212713
COUNTRY MAN I‘m a good looking, 36
year old, Gay, White male, 57, 145lbs,
with Brown hair, Blue eyes, and a han—
dlebar mustache. I enjoy old movies,
horseback riding, quiet evenings, and
more. I‘m hoping to meet another mas—
culine, Gay, White male, 35 to 55,
who‘s into country music and a country
man. (Cookville) #11810

TAKE A CHANCE Tired of the city life?
Then let this 35—year—old Gay White
country Boy show you how to enjoy the
good things in life. I‘m 57", 127 lbs,
with brown hair, brown eyes, and have
a hairy chest. I love dining out, movies,
swimming, and hiking, and you should
have almost the same interests. Let‘s
be friends first, then maybe more after
that. (Dayton) 217375
NEW TERRITORY I‘m a Bi—curious
Married White Male, 28, 57", 140 lbs.,
with blonde hair and blue eyes. I‘ve
never been with a Man before, and I
need someone to show me the ropes
and help me see what I‘ve been miss—
ing. Let‘s be discrete. (Clarksville)
#15259
f

TENDER HEART This open minded,
Gay, Black male, seeks a sincere, hon—
est, trustworthy friend, who is not
ashamed of what people may say. |
hope we can share ourselves and build
a relationship. Looks are not important,
just the heart and love. Let‘s be friends.
I‘m willing, are you? #11430

HOPELESSLY DEVOTED This Gay,
White, Transvestite, 42, 5‘11, 160lbs, is
looking for a man who needs a full time
girlfriend. I‘m very feminine, a greai
cook and housekeeper, pass easily,
and love to take care of my man, in
every way, especially in ways other
women wouldn‘t even consider. | take
pride in being a woman and can‘t wait
to cater to your every whim. (Memphis)
26232

BE MY BIG BROTHER This 19—year— |
old Male, 5‘9", with brown hair and [
brown eyes, seeks an older brother
type, mid—20‘s to late 30‘s, for friend—
ship and a possible relationship. |
(Memphis) 214551
FULFILL THE URGE What‘s up? This |
25—year—old Afro—American bottom is
looking for a dominant Black or
Hispanic top who‘s well—endowed. I‘m
looking for friendship and possibly |.
more. #15103
@

SEXY CEO TYPE? This Single, Black
male, seeks a strong, good looking,
well built, extremely masculine, profes—
sional, Black male, who‘s intelligent,
discreet, aggressive, and able to travel.
I prefer tall, bald headed guys, 30 to 45,
who weigh less than 185lbs. Please
only respond if you‘re able to travel
because I live in Cleveland. (Memphis)
#31937

|.
|.
|
|.

NEW TO MEMPHIS I‘m a Ga White
male, well—educated, successful, and L
financially secure. I‘m a young 46, with
NEW TERRITORY I‘m —a Bi—curious
short brown hair, seeking the same for
Married White Male, 28, 57", 140 lbs.,
fun, friendship, and£05.9ny more. No with blonde hair and blue eyes. I‘ve
strings. (Memphis) #14576
never been with a Man before, and I
need someone to show me the ropes
FORBIDDEN THINGS This Gay White
and help me see what I‘ve been miss—
Male is looking for other Men who will
ing.
Let‘s be discrete. (Clarksville)
do hot, forbidden things to me. I‘m
#15259
f
available evenings, and can‘t wait to
meet some big, hot, horny Males.
BEST FOOT FORWARD I‘m interested
(Memphis) #17528
in meeting a guy who shares my fasci—
FORGET GOLDILOCKS I‘m a 28—
nation for feet and socks. | love ‘em.
year—old baby bear, 5‘8", with a short This attractive, Gay, White male, 5‘9,
brown mustache and goatee, in search
155ibs, with Blond hair and Blue eyes,
of a papa bear to keep me warm.
is most attracted to guys around my
#15559
size, between 25 and 45. A relationship
"is possible with the right guy.
ORAL FIXATION? This good looking,
(Memphis) #9292
well endowed, 27 year old, White male
needs to meet a guy into oral sex.
SMOOTH OPERATOR This good look—
(Columbia) #12235
ing, 30 year old, White male, seeks
someone for oral service, at their place,
after work. You should be 18 to 35,
have a smooth body, and preferably be
in the military. (Clarksville) 214181

1—800—716—2868
$1.99/Min. Must Be 18+

COUNTRY MAN I‘m a good looking, 36 .
year old, Gay, White male, 5‘7, 145lbs,
with Brown hair, Blue eyes, and a han—
dilebar mustache. I enjoy old movies,
horseback riding, quiet evenings, and
more. I‘m hoping to meet another mas— ©
culine, Gay, White male, 35 to 55,
who‘s into.country music and a country .
man. (Cookville) #11810

DOWN ON THE FARM My partner and
1 live on a farm just outside of
Clarksville. We‘re both in our mid 40‘s,
attractive, 5‘11, 170lbs. We‘re light
smokers and drinkers into kicking back,
relaxing, and having some good times.
We‘d like to meet other laid back men
into safe sex and other fun. We‘re not
into the bars or late nights. (Clarksville)
210983
—

FRIENDSHIP MATTERS I‘m a 19—
ear—old Male, 5‘9", 180 lbs., with
rown hair and brown eyes. I‘m very
career—oriented right now and am not |
seekingi a serious relationship, but
would 1i ke to meet and get to know
other masculine Guys ages 18—30. | |
enjoy the outdoors, baseball, music
running, biking, and swimming.. Let‘s
get together. (Tiptonville) #14551

A GOOD WOMAN This tall, White,
submissive transsexual, 40, 510", 145
lbs., slim, loves to cook, clean, and take
care of a man. I‘m very feminine and
passable, and I‘ll do things to you that
other Ladies won‘t. I‘d love to be a full
time wife. 46232

ORAL FIXATION? This good looking,
well endowed, 27 year old, White male
needs to meet a guy into oral sex.
(Columbia) #12235

GREAT EXPECTATIONS If you expect
more, you get more. This good looking,
White male, in my late forties, 6ft,
170lbs, seeks good times with one or
more, Black or White males. You must
be well built and masculine. Hairy body
a plus. (Columbia) #13654

iNTENSELY CURIOUS —!‘m an attrac—
tive, Bi curious, White male, 29, 6ft,
190lbs, with Brown hair and eyes. I‘m
interested in finding out what I‘ve been
missing. I‘ll travel as far as Nashville to
meet a nice guy. (Crossville) 214414

INTENSELY CURIOUS i‘m an attrac—
tive, Bi curious, White male, 29, 6ft,
190lbs, with Brown hair and eyes. I‘m
interested in finding out what I‘ve been
‘nissing. l‘ll travel as far as Nashville .to
meet a nice guy. (Crossville) 214414

PICKING UP SPEED I‘m a Gay White — GREAT EXPECTATIONS If you expect
Male, 48, 5°9‘, 180 lbs, in search of a
more, you get more! This good looking,
Man with a good sense of humor and
White male, in my late forties, 6ft,
self for a relationship or whatever
170lbs, seeks good times with one or
comes up. Age and race are unimpor—
more, Black or White males. You must
tant. Hey, once you‘re over the hill, you
be well built and masculine. Hairy body
pick up speed. (Columbia) #16652
a plus. (Columbia) 413654
TAKE A CHANCE Tired of the city life?
TAKE IT EASY Me and my partner, in
Then let this 35—year—old Gay White
our mid 40‘s, live on a farm outside
country Boy show you how to enjoy the
Clarksville. We‘re around 5‘11,—170lbs,
good things in life. I‘m 5‘7", 127 lbs,
nice looking, laid back, and fun loving.
with brown hair, brown eyes, and have
We‘re into light smoke and drink. We‘d
a hairy chest. I love dining out, movies,
like to meet other guys seeking fun
swimming, and hiking, and you should
times, and safe sex, without any com—
have almost the same interests. Let‘s
‘be friends first, then maybe more after plications. (Clarksville) #12713
that. (Dayton) 217375
SOULMATE SEARCHING I‘m a 36
year old, Gay, White male, 5‘9, 210lbs,
PEAS IN A PUD I‘d like to meet some
with light, Brown hair and Blue eyes. I
easy going, friendly guys, to hang out
was just transferred here so | don‘t
with. I‘m a good looking, 20 year old,
know anyone yet. I‘d like to meet other
White male, 54, 140lbs, with short,
Brown hair and Brown eyes. If a rela—
Gay, White males, for friendship and
tionship develops, great. (Dickson)
fun. Who knows, maybe I‘ll meet my
#10867
soulmate? (South Haven) 211540
.

PARIS PAL I‘m looking for someone to
go out with. I like shooting pool, danc—
ing, Camping, fishing, watching movies,
traveling, and more. I‘m a good looking,
hairy,
White male, 5511, 148lbs, wi
dark, Brown hair, a mustache and
trimmed beard, and a deep tan. (Paris)
©9961
—
THEY LOVE ME AT THE GYM This
very handsome, broad shouldered,
popular, 30 year old, White male, 510,
165lbs, with long, Blond hair, Blue
eyes, smooth skin, and a great build,
seeks similar, muscular, athletic, Blond
males, with big, ticklish feet. (Memphis)
29848
BIG RIG This masculine, good looking,
White male, 49, 6ft, with Sait and
Pepper hair, has over 9 inches and is
seeking similar men with similar equip—
ment. (Memphis) #9510
FORGET GOLDILOCKS I‘m a 28—
year—old baby bear, 58", with a short
brown mustache and goatee, in search
of a papa bear to keep me warm.
215559 ;
GROUP WITH GUSTO I‘m a fun loving,
in shape, Bi, White male, 6‘2, 180lbs,
with Brown hair, Brown eyes, and aver—
age ‘features. I‘d like to meet two or
three other Bi, White males for regular,
weekly encounters. (Union City) 28845
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black or white, for friendship, to exer—
CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal, non—
of privacy in a fun vacation area. Exclu—
cise together, lift weights, watch videos,
commercialads FREE. Limit of30 words sive resort for men & women. Hot tub.
etc. I‘m37 and would like to meet some—
(including address or phone number)
Country club privileges. Greenwood
one between the ages of 25—40, 165 to
and a $2.00 charge for the use of our Hollow Ridge, Rt 4, Box 155, Eureka
200# and 6‘2" to 65" in height. You can
P.O. Box. Please specify if you want to —: Springs, AR 72632, (501) 253—5283.
also be straight. If you‘re Gay and act
use our P.O. Box. Commercial ads are The Arbour Glen Bed & Breakfast—Circa
straight, that‘s fine. No feminine—acting
charged at the rate of 20¢ per word; 1896. Located on Eureka Springs His—
$3.00 minimum. Phone numbers and toric District loop close to downtown. people need to respond. Write to: Friend,
PO Box 63, Covington, TN. 38019. If
shops & restaurants. Completely reno—
zip codes are free. Deadline for ads is
vated for comfort butstill maintaining its
you‘re muscular or toned well and have
the 15th of each month. Send to Tri—
computer knowledge, you will get extra
angle Journal News, Box 11485, Mem—
old world charm, elegance & romance.
fast reply.
phis, TN 38111—0485. Classifieds must Picturesque tree—covered hollow. The
Arbour Glen, #7 Lema, Eureka Springs,
For Singles, Couples—Love Song
be submitted in writing and must in—
Greeting Cards from Love Song Greet—
AR 72632, (501) 253—9010.
clude your name and a telephone num—
ing Cards, PO Box 676, Horn Lake, MS
ber where you can be reached to verify
Heup WantED
38637—2165.
the ad. If you would like a copy of the
Seeking GM Long Haul Semi—Truck
issue youradappears in, please send
Driver. Team co—driver with 30—year—old & Gloryholes Guide! Tennessee‘s best
locations to get or give oral satisfaction!
$1.00 to cover postage.
GWM. Smoker OK. 48 states, mostly
A
PLAIN DISCREET envelope will be
eastern 37. Home in Memphis once a
ANNOUNCEMENTS
mailed
back to you. Send $5: Metroplex—
week, off 10 weeks a years30¢/mile 5—
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!! TJNan—
TJN, Box 451781, Los Angeles, CA
6000 miles per week. Inexperienced
nouncements and classifieds will not
OK, paid training. This is a real and 90045. Please be 18yo plus to order.
automatically be re—run. Announce:
ments and classifieds must be re—sub—
mitted each month, in writing, by the
15th of the month.
Submit: Original, unpublished story
(2,500 words or less) relevant to rural
Gay life, with SASE and $2 reading fee
(or $118 [regular subscription]) to: Jan
Nathan Long, RFD Rural Fiction Con—
test, 2325 West Grace Street, Rich—
mond, VA 23220. Include cover letter
with bio and info (no name on ms). $75,
$50 and $25 prizes and possible publi—
«cation.
Bro & BrEAKFAST
—Ozark Bed & Breakfast—5 wooded acres

good opportunity and NOT asex ad.
Send résumé to TJN, Dept. D—4, PO
Box 11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
Services
YOU DESERVE THE BEST. California
trained, certified body—worker offering
therapeutic and sports massage. 1‘/;
hours, by appointment, outcall only. Per—
sonalized gift certificates available.
Craig 10 a.m. — 10 p.m. (901) 278—
9768.
PERSONALS
Black male, 59", 225# and losing by
way of exercise and weight—lifting. Would
like to meet a straight or Gay male,

GWM, 28, 55"; 150#, seeks someone.
inor close to Clarksdale, MS to have fun
with. Write: Jim, PO Box 924, Clarksdale,
MS 38614.
GWM, 36, 6‘3", 200#, good—looking, long
hairwith hazel—blue eyes, ingoodhealth,
seeking GWM, 21—30, slick, slim & sexy
for romantic lover. Will be waiting to
hear from you. Call anytime: (601) 343—
5102. MS.
:
Honest Libra, retired WM, 511", 175%,
br/br, d/d—free, well—built/endowed. Was
once judged "Mr. Body Beautiful," col—
lege Water Carnival. Seek any age,
especially turned on by younger coun—

E

b_

sonal ads FREE! 18+ The Confidential
try or blue—collar types who like mas—
saging and oral—servicing older but bet—
Connection®901—529—9800. code: 9019.
ter "dad." Exchange letter/photo first
ORAL IN MEMPHIS. Meet local guys
before we "meat." John: 357—6522.
discreetly on The Confidential Connec—
I hate to travel alone. GWM, 32, 64",
tion®. Record, listen and respond to hot
brown: hair, blue eyes, 185#. My inter—
personal ads FREE!!! 18+ 901—529—9800
ests include basketball, football, water code: 9020.
sports, the beach, music & movies &
Small Endowed? Prefer guys who are?
quietevenings athome. Wanting a good—
Hundreds nationwide. For Details—
SASE to: SMALL, POB 610294,
looking, masculine, muscular, top, white
male to take to Florida Memorial Day
Bayside, NY 11361—0294.
Tight.bottom ISO young men, 18—40, for
Weekend. (All expenses paid.) You be
hot times. Me: hairy, Italian bear, 39,
22—40 and willing to travel. Send photo
and letter telling about yourself. Write:
you: horny and ready. Call Bill: 349—
TIN, Dept. F—5, PO Box 11485, Mem—
3847 between 1—4 or after 9 due to work.
phis, TN 38111—0485.
Roommate WantED
I saw you—French Quarter Hotel Sun—
GWM looking to share nice 2 BR, 2BA
day Brunch—4/19/98. You had on a
apartment in southeast Memphis. Fur—
blue shirt and work boots—we ex—
nished but will make room for some of
changed smiles—I gaveyou my num—
yours. W/D, central heat/AC. $475 split—
ber—Use it! Bill M.
$237.50 each a month, plus 1/2 utilities.
Master ISO Slave. Dominant, 35—year—
Looking for a nice and responsible
old W/M, 165#, nice chest hair, looking
GWM. Call Kevin 542—5269 after 7 p.m.
for a young, 18—22ish, submissive,
or call my job 332—7660, and ask for
smooth bodied, W/M about 140#, with
Kevin Cowan.
boyish looks and mannerisms. Skinny a
Hickory Hill Area. Responsible, single
plus. No diseases. Phone: 323—1521—
roommate wanted to share home. Full
Mr. Paul.
bath, kitchen, pool and house privileges
Mature GWM, professional, HIV—nega—
included. $350/month, utilities included.
tive, NS, ND, financially—stable, edu— . 865—3589 after 12 noon.
cated, above—average appearance,
Seeking GM with a room to spare to
down—to—earth, home—oriented, sensu—
help GM relocate from a small town, _
ous, enjoys movies,the arts, antiqueing,
where jobs are scarce to big city for a
seeks same for discreet, monogamous
better start. Friendship! 836—1163 or
LTR. Call 327—3510 after 7 p.m.
write: TIN, Dept. J—5, PO Box 11485,
MEET GAY COUPLES AND 3—SOMES.
Memphis, TN 38111—0485. No Drugs!
— Record, listen and respond to hot per—

Meetings at _

(*

s

N

Memphis Lambda Center, Inc.*
1488 Madison Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 276—7379
9

pment
| pne
—COILOIGIL

09/309

_ Phoenix (AlcoholicsAnonymous)All

Buy a Subscription to the Mid—
South‘s Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper. For
Yourself or for a friend.

12 Issues for $15 mailed First Class,
discreetly, so you don‘t have to wait for
the news.

Meetings—Open ¢
Sunday
8:00 pm
Discussion
Monday
8:00 pm
Discussion (Smoke Free)
Tuesday
8:00 pm
Twelve Step Study
Wednesday
8:00 pm
Big Book Study
Friday
10:00 pm Discussion
Saturday
8:00 pm
Discussion
(Last Sunday of month is birthday night with speaker.)
Into The Light (Alcoholics Anonymous — Women)
Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
Thursday
7:00.pm
Sunday
12 Noon
Discussion (Open)
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last Thursday)
Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)
Friday
8:00 pm
Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
Open Heart (Al—Anon)

Discussion (Open)
Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
(Business meeting 3rd Tuesday of the month, Birthdays last Tuesday)
Freely Speaking (All 12—Step Programs)
Thursday
9:00 pm
Discussion (Open)
ACOA (Adult Children of Alcoholics)
Discussion (Open)
Sunday
6:00 pm
Tuesday

NAME

. Thursday

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

‘PHONE

Mail to: Triangle Journal News
§

P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485

6:00 pm

5:30 pm

*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization formed for the
promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—Step meetings with a special
outreach to the Gay and Lesbian community. Business meetings are on
the last Wednesday of the month at 6:30 pm.
Space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal News)
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Memphis 38104 = 272—0855 or =278—.
Humanities Bldg., Martin 38238, Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7 # 278—
# 821—0086.
AIDS..
neilg@utm.edu # 587—7301.
5002
Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper # 725—
Gays Off Cleveland Street (GOCS): Social WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO Box It‘s Done!: Typing, word processing/printing
0521.
Group c/o Sunshine Lounge, 1379 Lamar
1203, 3566 Walker, Memphis 38111 #
service—resumés, thesis, manuscripts, etc.
Eagle Pest Control: Jacqueline Behles » #
# 272—9843.
678—3339.
# 795—4308.
743—8945.
Holy Trinity Community Church*: Worship Wings: Social Club e Box 41784, Memphis Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 # 454—1411. Kyla J. Dillard, DVM: Housecall Veterinar—
Service: Sun. 11 am & 7 pm; Bible study:
38174—1784.
RK Photo: Black & white photography,
tan, Memphis Area # (901) 324—3425. For
Wed. 7 pm; 1559 Madison # 726—9443.
processing & printing services. Full color
emergency care call # (901) 533—5084.
BULLETIN
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues., Bear Trappers BBS: Serving Nashville &
post card advertising. Call = 452—2766 or
David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration & appli—
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner,
e—mail: btag69a@ prodigy.com.
ance repair # 274—7011.
surrounding area # (615)360—2837.
6:45pm, $4; Meeting 7:30pm » c/o Calvary
See—S: Portraits & photography # 327—3760.
Gypsy‘s Vintage Fashions and Antiques:
COUNSELING SERVICES
Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd # 525—
That‘s Certainly Graphics: Resumés, ad
£01)8 Court, (In the Mid—Town Flea Mar—
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union Ste. 315
6602.
campaigns,
etc.
letterhead,
= 761—2980..
et
#
726—1284.
Into The Light (Women‘s AA): Memphis
Have Bar Will Travel: Bartending for private
HELP
INFORMATION
&
LINES
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
functions » Lisa Gray (The Peabody Hotel)
Affirmation:
= (708) 733—
Jackson Lambda Support Group: Mem—
# 726—5910.
9590.
phis Lambda Center # 901—427—1500 for
BobHughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation & medi—
AIDS Switch—
information.
tation classes # 682—0855.
board: # 278—
Kings Interior Painting: # 745—3300.
‘g194
AIDS.
Tamnby’s #2: 2220 East Brooks Rd # 396— Living Word Christian Church: Worship
Service Sun. 10 am & 6pm, Wed. 7 pm »
Lavender Earth*: 852 S. Cooper, # 272—
9050.
Gay & Lesbian
340 N Garland # 276—0577.
2853.
Hotline # 1—800—285—
Tammy‘s#3: 1617 Getwell Rd # 744—4513.
Love Song Greeting Cards: Specializing in
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave. # 373— Loving Arms (Support Partners for HIV+
7431 (24 hr. help & informa—
Mothers & Babies; "hold" babies at
greeting cards for lovers only « P.O. Bok
5760.
tion for Lesbians, Gays, trans—
the Med): Shelia Tankersley, P.O. Box
676, Horn Lake, MS 38637—2165.
vestites & transexuals).
BARS / RESTAURANTS
3368, Memphis, TN 38173 # 725—6730.
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales, ser—
Gay
&
Lesbian
Youth
Amnesia®*: 2866 Poplar # 454—1366.
Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY): PO
vice & repair, Heating & A/C. » 1447 Na—
Hotline: # 1—800—347—TEEN
Arizona*: 394 North Watkins # 272—9000.
Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124 #
tional, # 327—6887, 327—7395.
(Thu.—Sun.,
7pm—
Autumn Street Pub®: 1349 Autumn # 274— "— 335—MAGY for info,
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*: An—
e—mail:
11:45pm.).
8010.
tiques, Art, Painted & Unusual Furnishings
MA GY 97 @ hotmail.com;
Gay & Lesbian Switch—
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street # 276—5522. > website: www
«2228 Central # 725—0049.
.
board:
#
324—GAYS
Bill‘s*: 2150 Elzey # 278—BUNS (278—2867).
com.westhollywood/1772,/.
Midtown House Cleaning Service: 15yr.
24—hrs.
Live
Operators
Bourbon Street Cafe: (In the French Quar— Memphis Bears Club: PO Box 111094, =
exp., ref., onsight est., « = 274—0281 eve—
7:30—11pm.
ter Suites, 2144 Madison # 728—4000.
nings or weekends.
Memphis 38111—1094 # 756—2687, e— 2
LINC:
#
725—8895.
Buns On the Run: 1528 Madison # 278—
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or house
mail: fuzthing@aol.com.
Narcotics
Anony—
9321.
sitting by competent, caring couple # 726—
Memphis Centerfor Reproductive Health:
mous: # 276—LIVE.
Changes*: 2586 Poplar # 327—3175.
6198.
1462 Poplar Ave #274—3550.
Rape
Crisis:
=528—2161.
Crossroads®*: 1278 Jefferson # 725—8156.
isGazaiLesblanCommunityCen- Kent
Suicide & Crisis Interven— Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis # Busi—
D
David‘s*: 1474 Madison # 278—4313.
ness: 377—1075.
ter(MGLC ): Box 41074, Memphis 38174
tion: # 274—7477.
Fisher, LPC,
501 Club*: 111 N. Claybrook # 274—8655. .
Sanders Facilities, Inc.: Catering & party
# 324—4297. — —
Transvestite—TransexualNa—
BCSAC: Group
In the Grove*: 2865 Walnut GroveRoad # Memphis Lambda Center*: Meeting place
facility rental « Michael Sanders = 948—
tional Hotline: = (617) 899—
&
Individual
458—9955.
3998.
for 12—step recovery programs» 148
Madi—
2212 (8—2am, Mon.—Sat.).
Therapy#458—7164.
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
— Star Search Video*: 1411 Poplar Ave #
son # 276—7379, 726—6293, 527—1461, or
LEGAL SERVICES
Fully Alive! A center for
Lorenz*: 1530 Madison # 278—0930.
272—STAR,
327—3676.
The Hoglund Law Firm at Memphis: The Bolo Bartender: Steve Wesson » 2001
personal enrichment. Su—
Madison Flame*: 1588 Madison = 278— Memphis Pride, Inc.: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual,
165 Madison, Ste 1813, Memphis 38103
san Taranto, MPS & Carol
9839.
St. Elmo, Memphis 38127 = 358—2089.
& Transgendered Pride Events«Box 3713,
Schlicksup, MA. Individual, couples & group
# 526—7526 (24 hrs).
N—cognito*: 338 South Front # 523—0599.
The Limo Connection: # 521—0331.
Memphis 38173 # 726—0987, Greg Jor—
David Hooper, AttorneyAtLaw: 1870 Union TNT Painting: Tom Rowe & Trent Gatewood
One More*: 2117 Peabody # 278—8015.
therapy. # 323—2078 « Sliding fee scale.
dan, 381—1258, George Ettinger, e—mail:
Ave # 274—6824.
Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple &
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave. # 274—
# 481—7900.
safehmec@aol.com.
family counseling, rebirthing = 761—3435. Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At Law: 100 Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —
9794.
Memphis TransGender Alliance: TV/TS
Patricia
Goshorn,
M.Ed.:
Licensed
Psy—
N.
Main,
Ste
2518
=
526—0809.
Pipeline*: 1382 Poplar # 726—5263.
Lesbian Community, 4646 Poplar # 682—
support group » c/o Barbara Jean Jasen,
chological Counselor e Simmons, Kelman Robert Ross, Attorney At Law: 100 N.
The Edge*: 1913 Poplar.
2170.
Box 11052, Memphis, TN 38111—0052.
Main, Ste 3310 # 525—0417.
& Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold Rd, Ste 316
The Other Side*: 3883 Highway 45 North Mid—South AIDS Mastery Workshop:
Tropical Impressions: Pet Shop & Groom—
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At Law:
# 369—6050.
Jackson, TN. = 1—901—668—3749.
ing Salon « 3700 S. Mendenhall # 794—
Ronnie Gardino # 767—2182 or e—mail at
5118 Park , Ste 232, = 684—1332.
Western Steak House & Lounge: 1298
Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist ®
3047 or 365—9716.
msaidmstry @ aol.com.
Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150 # Jason O. Young, Jr.: 147 Jefferson, Ste Vantek: Internet Services « Box 111324,
Madison = 725—9896.
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite: Box 41822,
806, # 728—4000.
767—1066.
Memphis 381 11—1324 # 324—4999, e—mail:
BOOKS & GIFTS
Memphis 38174—1822.
LODGING
vtadmin@vantek.net.
Meristem*: Feminist Book Store e 930 S. National Organization for Nomen (NOW): Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual &
Couple Counseling, # 761—9178.
French Quarter Suites: 2144 Madison # Whittington Tree & Lawn Service: Sandra
Cooper # 276—0282.
Box 40982, Memphis 38174—0982 # 272—
K. A. Moss, MS: Midtown Counseling Ser—
& Troy Whittington = 685—8410. Free
523—8912
0560.
CARPET CARE / CLEANING SERVICES
vice, 1835 Union, Ste. 101 # 726—4586 »
estimates, 24 hr. service.
New Beginnings (Adult Children of Alco—
MASSAGE
SERVICES
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: # 726—4211.
Sliding fee scale.
holics): Memphis Lambda Center # 276—
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office #
Northeast Mental Health Center: = 382— A Bodywise Company: Therapeutic/sports ESTATE
7379
or
454—1414.
—
Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney
massage by appointment. # 377—7701.
745—3300.
3880.
Developments: 194 Looney Ave. # 525—
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or Resi— Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbians & Joseph Robert Pfeiffer, LCSW: = 578— Bodycare By Jordan: Deep tissue mas—
Gays (P—FLAG): Box 172031, Memphis
sage, therapeutic touch and preparation
3044.
dential, 24—hr. service, free estimates #
9107.
—
38187—2031 = 761—1444.
for movement. By appointment.only. = Jerry Everett, Realtor Associate, Pyramid
327—6165.
Joyce Schimenti, LCSW: IndiwdualsiGroup
Realtors: 134 Timber Creek Drive # 753—
527—2273.
White Glove Services: Home or: Office # Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays (P—
Counseling
#
761—9178.
FLAG): Jackson, TN 38305 # 1—901—664—
6300.
Jim Brymer, LMT: Muscle & deep tissue
388—3781.
6614 for information, e—mail: J. Kent Usry, CMSW: Individual, couples,
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland
therapy, reflexology, Swedish massage #
bereavement & sexuality counseling #
COMMUNITY GROUPS
burtren@aeneas.com
Realty: # 377—1057.
521—6044, pager: 391—3176.
578—9107.
ACT UP/Gay Liberation Movement: # 526— Phoenix AA Memphis Lambda Center #
Steve Solomon, Affiliate Broker, Sowell &
Massage by Jim: = Pager 541—0579.
Shane
Wilson,
B.S.:
Individual,
couples,
7903 Call for meeting place & schedule.
454—1414,
Company: 549. Cooper # 278—4380, Fax
addictions, codependency & sexuality Massage by Michael: # 278—5475.
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA): River City Men‘s Chorus: Box 12837, Mem—
278—4390.
4
Massaga by Sharah: Full—body, by appoint—
counseling
e
5180
Park
Ave.,
Ste.
125
#
Memphis Lambda Center # 276—7379.
phis 381182—0837 # 276—3471 (Charles
iment only, male and female = 753—9449. Randy Wilder, Affiliate Broker, Sowell &
767—1066.
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis
Friedman).
Company: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380, Fax
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body mas—
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Safe Harbor MCC: Pastor Greg Bullard, SERVICES
278—4390, Home 725—1818, Pager 533—
sage by appointment. = 761—7977 or
Alliance:
42174, Mem—
William
N.
Castle,
D.D.S.:
Dentist
»
776
Mt.
2117 Union Ave., Chapel # 458—0501.
Beeper 575—1230.
0620.
phis 38174.
Moriah # 685—5008.
Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda
_ Craig von Graeler: Professional full body
TRAVEL
Aloysius Home, Inc.: 28 North Claybrook,
Center = 276—7379 or 454—1414.
massage by appointment. Please call Carlson Wagonlit Travel: Call Kris # 387—
_FINANCIAL SERVICES
Memphis 38104 « Mailing address: Box Southern Country Memphis: CountryWest—
10am—10pm # 278—9768.
Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes, accounting,
2083 or800—861—5111.
41679, Memphis 38174—1679 #274—8321,
ern Dance Club # 278—9321
estate planning = 753—1413.
GreatAmerican Cruises, Inc.: Cruise Travel
MEDIA
Dr. Jim Shaw.
Southern Sisters: Support group for Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
Agency,; Sherman Perkins, 52 N. Second
Recovery Times: Free monthly news— pa—
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Memphis:
transexual women (male to female) #
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave.,Ste 305 # 458—
per focusing on addictions & recovery.
# 525—5302.
Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371.
728—4297, 7:30—11 pm forreferral.
0152.
Distributed in Memphis, Jackson, & Nash— Trav§l Customized by Jean Morris: Mem—
Black&WhileMenTogelher(BWMT) Box Stonewall Mission Church: A Progressive
International Gay & Lesbian Travel
ville TN # (901) 377—7963.
FLORISTS
42157, Memphis 38174—2157 #276—0168,
Christian Church » Sun. Service 6:30 p.m.,
Association # 465—2936.
274—8658.
meets at the Center, 103 Berry Rd., Nash— Botanica: 937 S. Cooper, # 274—5767, 1— Triangle Journal News: Monthly newspa—
per published by Printers Ink « Box 11485,
800—769—5767, fax: 274—5688.
Bluff City Sports Association: Box 41803,
TJN IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED AT THESE
ville, TN 37204 # (615) 269—3480.
Memphis, 38111—0485 # 454—1411, Fax:
Memphis 38174—1803 # 682—9928.
LOCATIONS
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/ Flamingo Flowers & Gifts: 3864 Macon
454—1411
*614,
E—mail: Bookstar. 3402 Poplar Ave. = 323—9332.
Road, Suite 2 # 452—0803.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League: 3139
women‘s leather org. 1568 Rolling Hills
TJNmemphis @ aol.com.
Choctaw Ave. # 323—3111.
_. ==Circuit Playhouse: 1705 Poplar Ave. #
Dr., Memphis, TN 38127—5409 = 357— Park East Florist: 6005 Park = 761—2980.
Sweetpeas: 597 South Holmes # 324—2733.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
726—5521.
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
1921.
Square Dance Club e Meets Thurs., 7pm Tsarus: Leather—Levi club «.Box 41082,
Antique Warehouse: 2563 Summer # 323— Davis—Kidd Booksellers Inc.: 397 Perkins
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY _
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church * 3956
Rd. Ext. = 683—9801.
0600.
ALL2GRAPHC DESIGN: Logos, letterhead,
Memphis 38174—1082.
Blue Spruce, Lakeland 38002 #387—1567. U of M Students for Bisexual, Gay & Les—
Bereavement Express: A unique way to Memphis and Shelby County Public Li—
ad campaigns, T—shirt design, illustration,
Crossroads: African American Gay/bisexual/
brary: 1850 Peabody # 725—8800.
express your sympathyto family, friends,
web pages, billboards. # 272—1336 or e—
bian Awareness (BGALA): BGALA c/o
transgendered men‘s motivation/support/
co—workes, clients. = 578—9107; Tobacco Corner Newsroom: 669
mail; ALL2GRAPHC @aol.com.
Office of Greek Affairs Box 100, U of M
social group. # Tony, 757—2039 or Conrad,
Mendenhall Rd S. = 682—3326.
www.LandscapesPuinshing.com
38152 —=
278—5825 email: Barr Photography: Call 12—7»Jackie/Nadine
crpegues @aol.com. \
Bliss Salon: 2111 Madison # 726—6100.
# 366—7920.
bgala@cc.memphis. edu.
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/ UT—Martin ALLIES: Campus and commu— Bonehead Creative: 1271 Poplar, Ste 103, Body Shop Tanning Center: 599 Erin Drive
AIDS Service Organization e 1450 Poplar,
Memphis 38104. #. 276—2101. « « «.
nity. Alternate Weds.. 5 p.m. Info 131F
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The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is
printed as a public service, and its listings
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
herein have requested to be listed, but have
not—been charged. All phone numbers are
area code 901 unless otherwise noted.
(* Indicates TIN distribution points.)
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart*: 2214 Brooks Rd E. =
345—0657.
_ Cherokee Adult Book Store*: 2947 Lamar
# 744—7494,
Fantasy Warehousel*: 791—793 North White
Station # 683—9649.
Getwell Book Mart*®: 1275 Getwell # 454—
7265.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center®: 2432
Summer # 323—2665.
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49 Wasn‘t safe with a condom, perhaps —
50 Take as one‘s own
51 Scandinavian
52 John Reid‘s Best Little Boy___ World
56 Holier—___thou
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57 Hatcher of Lois & Clark
58 Thunderstorm product
59 Like a yenta
63 Acorn source
64 Father‘s Day gift
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